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INTRODUCTION

The International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme is a rigorous pre-university course of studies, leading to

examinations, that meets the needs of highly motivated secondary school students between the ages of 16 and 19

years. Designed as a comprehensive two-year curriculum that allows its graduates to fulfil requirements of various

national education systems, the diploma model is based on the pattern of no single country but incorporates the

best elements of many. The programme is available in English, French and Spanish.

The curriculum is displayed in the shape of a hexagon with six academic areas surrounding the core. Subjects are

studied concurrently and students are exposed to the two great traditions of learning: the humanities and the

sciences.

Language A1

(Group 1)

Language A2.

B. ab initia

Fxpenmental Sciences

(Group 4)
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Theory of Knowledge
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The Arts and Electives
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Individuals

and Societies
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Mathematics
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INTRODUCTION

Diploma candidates are required to select one subject from each of the six subject groups. At least three and not

more than four are taken at higher level (HL), the others at standard level (SL). HL courses represent 240 teaching

hours; SL courses cover 150 hours. By arranging work in this fashion. students are able to explore some subjects

in depth and some more broadly over the two-year period: this is a deliberate compromise between the early

specialization preferred in some national systems and the breadth found in others.

Distribution requirements ensure that the science-orientated student is challenged to learn a foreign language and

that the natural linguist becomes familiar with laboratory procedures. While overall balance is maintained,

flexibility in choosing higher level concentrations allows the student to pursue areas of personal interest and to meet

special requirements for university entrance.

Successful diploma candidates meet three requirements in addition to the six subjects. The interdisciplinary Theory

of Knowledge (TOK) course is designed to develop a coherent approach to learning which transcends and unifies

the academic areas and encourages appreciation of other cultural perspectives. The extended essay of some 4000

words offers the opportunity to investigate a topic of special interest and acquaints students with the independent

research and writing skills expected at university. Participation in the school's creativity, action, service (CAS)

programme encourages students to be involved in sports, artistic pursuits and community service work.

For first examinations in 2000
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NATURE OF THE SUBJECT

Problem Solving

Computer science deals with the solving of problems using computers. Therefore a full understanding of

logical problem-solving is required as well as a detailed knowledge of how computers operate. Successful

computerized systems result from: a clear understanding of the problem to be solved; appropriate use of

hardware based on a detailed knowledge of its capabilities and limitations; efficient use of algorithms and

data structures; thorough and logical design; careful testing and integration of all these components.

Students of 113 computer science will be guided by problem-solving strategies that will be continually

reinforced in their coursework. Initial stages of the process will involve identifying and defining the

problem(s) to be solved by a computerized system. The problem will be broken down (decomposed) into

parts, each one of which requires a particular solution. From this problem definition, the student will

construct appropriate algorithms to create a solution.

The Environment Used

The emphasis should be on the use of a logical approach and analytical thinking in the context of using

a computer to solve problems; this can be carried out in a procedure-oriented or object-oriented

environment.

Students are expected to acquire mastery of one high-level modular programming language. A modular

programming language is one which provides mechanisms to implement the final stage of a logical design

by a process of solution decomposition. Suitable mechanisms include procedures, functions, data

structures and objects. Mastery of a particular aspect (or mechanism) of computer science is defined as

the ability to use that aspect appropriately for some non-trivial purpose which is well documented.

Mastery will be demonstrated through work submitted in the Program Dossier.

The Programmes

The computer science standard level (SL) programme focuses on software development,

fundamentals of computer systems and the relationship between computing systems and society. The

higher level (HL,) programme encompasses all these but is extended to include: computer

mathematics and logic; advanced data structures; objects and their use in problem solutions; further

system fundamentals; the system life cycle; and file organization.



RESOURCES

Facilities Required

The facilities considered essential to teaching computer science are access to:

• one personal computer (workstation) per student while carrying out programming work, both

during normal class time and out-of-class hours

• a compiler/interpreter for an approved high-level modular language including debugging tools

• a printer

• disk storage.

Facilities Recommended

The facilities recommended, but not considered essential, are access to:

• a network

• a variety of other equipment/devices (e.g. scanner, modem, CD-ROM).

Facilities Not Required

The facilities not required are access to:

• control/robotic devices

• CASE tools

• multimedia facilities.



CURRICULUM MODEL.

Both standard level (SL) and higher level (HL) students must study a common core (CC) of material and have to

demonstrate problem-solving skills and mastery of various aspects of computer science by completing a Program

Dossier. In addition HL students must study additional higher level material (AHL) which fulfils two functions:

it extends some topics in the CC, thereby giving greater depth, while at the same time introducing new topics to

provide greater breadth.

Common Core (CC) (All students)

Program Dossier (PD) (All students)

Teaching Time

The teaching time that should be allocated according to this model is in accordance with the 150 hours required

for SL courses and 240 hours for HL courses. The distribution is as follows:

Part of Model Target Class Time

Common Core All students 125 hours

Additional HL Material HL students only 80 hours

The hours stated do not include time out of class for access to a computer (with the appropriate

compiler/interpreter) required for the development of programs related to the syllabus and in connection with the

Program Dossier.
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AIMS

develop an understanding of the principles and nature of computer science

develop an understanding of methods of analysing problems, the planning and implementation of

solutions using computers, including practice in applying these methods

develop an understanding of the range and organization of computer systems (software, data and

hardware)

develop an understanding of the use of computers in a variety of disciplines, applications and

contexts learn skills that can be transferred to alternative and future developments appreciate the

consequences arising from the rapid development of computer systems

IB Computer Science. Apri l 1998



OBJECTIVES

At the end of either the standard level (SL) or higher level (HL) computer science programmes, students will be

expected to:

I Demonstrate an understanding of

terminology, concepts, processes, structures, techniques, principles, systems and consequences

(social significance and implications) of computing

2 Apply and use

terminology, concepts, processes, structures, techniques, principles and systems of computing

3 Analyse, discuss and evaluate

terminology, concepts, processes, structures, techniques, principles, systems and consequences

(social significance and implications) of computing

113 Computer Science, April 1999



OBJECTIVES

Terms Relating to the Objectives

Demonstrate an Recall information (facts, concepts, models, and data);

understanding plate information from one form to another: summarize

information.

Apply and use Take given information and use it to solve a task. The tasks

may be familiar or set in a novel context and recalled

information can be required for their solution.

Analyse Interpret information to reach conclusions.

Discuss Give an account including, where possible, a range of

arguments, and assessments of the relative importance of

various factors or comparison of alternative hypotheses.

Evaluate Discuss and examine the implications (the effect and

significance) and limitations (the confines and boundaries).

Construct Formulate and/or assemble information in a logical manner.

IB Computer Science, April 1998



SYLLABUS OUTLINE

Common Core (HL and SL students) 125 hours

Teaching ho urs

Topic I Software Development [83]

Subtopics 1.1 The Software Life Cycle 2

1.2 Systems Analysis 8

1.3 Software Design 18

1.4 Program Construction in a High-level Language from a

Design 40

1.5 Documentation 5

1.6 Array and String Operations 10

Topic 2 Computing System Fundamentals [27]

Subtopics 2.1 Language Translators 2

2.2 Computer Architecture 10

2.3 Computer Systems 6

2.4 Data Representation 3

2.5 Errors 3

2.6 Utility Software 3

Topic 3 Computing Systems and Society [ I 5]

Subtopics 3.1 System Design 9

3.2 Social Significance and Implications of Computer Systems 3

3.3 The Case Study 3

Program Dossier (PD)

Standard level (SL) 25 hours

Higher level (HL) 3 5 hours



SYLLABUS OUTLINE

Additional HL Material (HL students only) 80 hours

Teaching  hours

Topic 4 Computer Mathematics and Logic [ I 3]

Subtopics 4.1 Number Systems and Representations 6

4.2 Boolean Logic 5

4.3 Modulo Arithmetic 2

Topic 5 Advanced Data Structures and Algorithms [40]

Subtopics 5.1 Terminology 3

5.2 Static Data Structures g

5.3 Dynamic Data Structures 14

5.4 Objects in Problem Solutions 6

5.5 Recursion

5.6 Algorithm Evaluation 4

Topic 6 Further System Fundamentals [ I 4]

Subtopics 6.1 Processor Configuration 2

6.2 The Machine Instruction Cycle 1

6.3 Disk Storage 1

6.4 Operating Systems and Utilities 4

6.5 Computer/Peripheral Communication 6

Topic 7 System Life Cycle [5]

Topic 8 File Organization [8]
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SYLLABUS DETAILS

Format of the Syllabus

Each part of the syllabus provides the following information set out in a standard way.

• Topics: These are numbered 1-3 (for CC) and 4-8 (for AHL).

• Subtopics: These are numbered 1.1, 1.2, etc. Each has an estimated teaching time.

• Assessment Statements (A.S.): These are numbered 1.1.1, 1.1.2, etc.

• Teaching Notes: These appear in small print.

• Assessment Objectives (Obj): These are indicated 1, 2, 3 or 4. (See Objectives p7.)

Assessment Statements

The assessment statements (A.S.) form an examination syllabus, not a teaching syllabus, and are intended

to prescribe to examiners what can be assessed by means of the written examinations. Each statement is

classified according to the computer science assessment objectives 1, 2, 3 or 4 using appropriate action

verbs. The objectives are relevant for balance within the syllabus and the examinations.

The action verbs are important because they give guidance to students and teachers about the depth and

breadth required. It is important that students should be made aware of the meaning of these action verbs

so that they know precisely the intent of examination questions and what will be expected of them in their

answers. (See Objectives and Action Verbs, p13.)

Teaching Notes

The teaching notes provided with some assessment statements:

• are intended to clarify the intent of the assessment statements

• provide limitations to the depth and breadth of the subtopic

• might stipulate what is wanted and what is not required

• are designed to ensure that there is no information overload.



SYLLABUS DETAILS

Programme of Study

Teachers are required to teach: the common core (CC) topics (1-3), and their subtopics. to SL students;

the common core and additional higher level material (AHL) topics (4-8), and their subtopics, to HL

students. Both SL and HL students must be taught skills associated with the development of the Program

Dossier.

It is not necessary, nor desirable, to teach the topics in the order in which they appear in the Syllabus
Outline and Syllabus Details. Neither is it necessary to teach the CC to HL students before teaching

the additional material AHL. Teachers are therefore strongly advised to draw up a programme of study,

tailored to the needs of their students, which integrates the topics and work associated with the Program

Dossier.

Time Allocation

The recommended teaching time for an IB standard level (SL) subject is 150 hours: the corresponding

time for a higher level (HL) subject is 240 hours. The time allocations given in the Syllabus Outline and

Syllabus Details are approximate, and are intended to suggest how time might be divided between the

various topics and the Progam Dossier. However, the exact time spent on each topic will depend on a

number of factors, including the background knowledge and level of preparedness of the students.

For computer science SL it is expected that 25 hours teaching time will be spent on work for the Program

Dossier; this value increases to 35 hours for HL. These hours do not include time out of class for access

to a computer (with the appropriate compiler/interpreter) required for the development of programs

related to the syllabus and in connection with the Program Dossier. (See Curriculum Model, p5.)

Use of Calculators

Candidates are encouraged to have access to programmable, graphic display calculators, which are also

required for most subjects in group 5. Regulations concerning the types of calculators allowed are

provided in the Vade Mecum. However, computer science is not a mathematics course and does not

require calculators to learn, or develop an understanding of, the relevant concepts or skills.

Teacher Support Materials

A variety of support materials to accompany this guide is being produced. This will include sample

programs to illustrate various algorithms, guidance on Program Dossier management, resource lists,

suggested problems for the development of programs, lesson plans, samples of completed Program

Dossiers, specimen examination papers and markschemes. These will be made available to all schools.
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SYLLABUS DETAILS

Objectives and Action Verbs

These apply to the assessment statements and computer science examination questions. Teachers are

advised to ensure that their students are familiar with these definitions. Candidates may be guided on the

meaning of the action verbs used in specific questions.

Objective I

Define Give the precise meaning of a word or phrase as concisely as possible.

Draw Represent by means of pencil lines. Add labels unless told not to do so.

(Sometimes objective 2.)

State Give a specific name or other brief answer. No supporting argument or

calculation is necessary.

Objective
Annotate Add brief notes to a statement, diagram, drawing or graph.

Apply Use an idea, equation, principle, theory or law in a new situation.

(Sometimes objective 3.)

Calculate Find an accurate answer using mathematical or other formal methods.

Show the working unless instructed not to do so. Convert, Express or

Simplify may be used to refer to specific forms of calculation. (Sometimes

objective 3.)

Describe Give a detailed account, including all the relevant information.

Estimate Find an approximate answer, generally using mathematical methods.

Identify Find an answer from a number of possibilities. (Sometimes objective 3.)

Outline Give a brief account or summary, including essential information only.

Trace Follow and record the action of an algorithm. (Sometimes objective 3.)

Objective 3

Analyse Interpret information to reach conclusions.

Compare Give an account of similarities and differences between two (or more)

items, referring to both (all) of them throughout. Comparisons can be given

using a table.

Discuss Give an account including, where possible, a range of arguments and

assessments of the relative importance of various factors or comparison of

alternative hypotheses or ideas.

Evaluate Assess the implications and limitations.

Explain Give a clear account including causes, reasons or mechanisms.

Objective 4
Construct Formulate and/or assemble information in a logical manner.

Deduce Reach a conclusion from the information given.

Design Produce a plan, object, simulation or model.

Determine Find the only possible answer. (Sometimes objective 2.)

Predict Give an expected result.

Suggest Propose a solution, hypothesis or other possible answer.

IB Computer Science. Apri l 1998 13



SYLLABUS DETAILS - CC

Common Core

Topic I Software Development

Introductio
n

Students should learn to analyse and solve problems, not just to write programs. The software life cycle involves

several stages, and students are expected to be involved at some level in all stages. Good systems analysis should

include investigation, data collection, careful planning and thorough documentation. If the problem is analysed

properly, the implementation will be easier and more successful. Implementations are to be written in a high-

level language, using reliable software engineering techniques based on standard data structures and algorithms.

Thorough and careful testing procedures complete the initial production of a finished system.

A.S. Obi I . I The Software Life Cycle (2h)

1.1.1 2 Outline the major stages in the software life cycle.

One model includes: systems analysis, leading to a precise statement of the problem that

needs solving (i.e. a requirements specification); software design; program construction,

including testing and debugging; installation and operation; maintenance. Other m odels

are acceptable, as long as they emphasize the cyclical nature of the life cycle (i.e. that

maintenance leads to changes in the problem starting a new cycle).

1.1.2 3 Explain why software production is normally cyclical.

Studen ts should  unders tand that computer systems are used over long periods of tim e.

The software in these systems requires periodic improvement. After the original design

and implementation further analysis, redesign and restructuring are required to

accommodate changing needs. This will continue through many cycles of analysis,

design, im plementation and use.

1.1.3 3 Explain why documentation of each stage of the cycle needs to be done.

A.S. Obi 1.2 Systems Analysis (8h)

Students should learn to investigate and analyse problems at the system level before beginning to think

about a solution (algorithm). The end of this process could be a system flowchart (input-process-

output). Students should be able to read and construct system flowcharts.

1.2.1 3 Explain the importance of formulating a problem precisely.

1.2.2 3 Discuss the aspects that must be considered in a specified problem.

Students should realize that activities such as interviews, questionnaires and literature

searches are required to discover the relevant aspects.

1.2.3 2 Identify the outcomes that an appropriate solution must produce to solve a

specified problem.

1.2.4 2 Identify the parts of a problem that can be solved appropriately using a computer.



SYLLABUS DETAILS - CC

A.S. Obj

1.2.5 2 Identify the three basic control constructs of programming: accepting data,

processing it and outputting the results.

1.2.6 3 Analyse a problem by decomposing it into modules.

For example, the modules might represent the input, process and output of the solution to

the problem.

1.2.7 4 Construct a clear, unambiguous and systematic statement of these parts of the

problem, presented as an input-process-output systems flowchart.

A.S. Obj 1.3 Software Design (I 8h)
1.3.1 2 Outline the data required to solve a problem that the candidates have not

encountered before, including data file formats, input and output requirements

with appropriate user interfaces.

For example, screens, OMR forms, report formats.

1.3.2 3 Apply appropriate data types and data structures to solve a problem that candidates

have not encountered before.

Required data types are integer, real, character and Boolean. Requ ired data structures are

strings, one-dimensional and two-dimensional arrays, records and sequential files. Direct

access files are not required at SL.

1.3.3 3 Describe the nature and function of the data types and data structures stated in

1.3.2.

1.3.4 3 Explain when the data types and data structures stated in 1.3.2 should be used.

1.3.5 4 Design a solution by using top-down analysis and construct algorithms in

pseudo-code.

Top-down analysis (modular decomposition) means breaking down a problem into

smaller subproblems. These are then broken down in turn until ultimately a pseudo-code

representation is obtained which can be used as a basis for program construction.

Diagrams, including structure diagrams, may be appropriate for initial (higher level)

steps, but the end product must be in pseudo-code at a level equivalent to PURE (1B

format pseudo-code). (See Appendix 2.) Where appropriate, steps in this process should

yield self-contained modules. Candida tes are not required to write PURE in their answers

to examination questions. They may present algorithms in any pseudo-code or any

suitable programming language with equivalent constructs.

1.3.6 3 Discuss the advantages of modularity in designing a solution to problems.

1.3.7 2 Estimate the resources required to implement a solution to a problem, including

data storage requirements, hardware requirements and peripherals.

1.3.8 2 Outline the efficiency of a solution in terms of storage requirements, memory

requirements, and speed.

Only a qualitative treatment or a specific calculation is expected; `O' or BigO notation is

required only at HL. (See 5.6 Algorithm  Evaluation.)
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SYLLABUS DETAILS - CC

A.S. Obj

1.3.9 3 Apply 1.3.1-1.3.8 to solving problems generated by the teacher or the student.

1.3.10 2 Trace algorithms in IB format pseudo-code (PURE).

See Appendix 2. Examina tion ques tions will always use this  format (P URE) whenever

pseudo-code needs to be displayed; hence students must be able to understand algorithms

presented in this format. The algorithms may be either the standard algorithms m the

syllabus, or algorithm s of equivalen t complexity which the students have not seen before.

1.3.11 3 Evaluate software designs and algorithms written in IB format pseudo-code (PURE)

with respect to efficiency, correctness and appropriateness for a task.

See note in 1.3.10.

A.S. Obi 1.4 Program Construction in a High-level Language from a Design (40h)

Discussion of the material in this subtopic will play a major role in the development of

Program Dossiers. While 40 hours have been allocated it should be noted that some of the 25

hours allocated as teacher contact time will also be used in discussion of these aspects. The

high-level language must be one of those listed in the Assessment Details. Programming

Language p44.

1.4.1 3 Apply the following high-level language constructs appropriately in order to

implement a software design expressed in pseudo-code.

• Declare variables and types with appropriate scope, distinguishing between

local and global variables. _ .

• Define and apply user-defmed data types.

• Format output in a user-friendly manner.

• Construct arithmetic, relational and Boolean expressions (only and, or, not) using

appropriate operators and taking into account their precedence.

• Implement the remaining pseudo-code constructs: arrays, records, selection constructs

(branching), text file operations, iteration constructs (looping), sentinels and flags.

Use built-in subprograms, including those for mathematical functions and string

processing.

Define and apply user-defined subprograms (procedures and functions), demonstrating the

process of subprogram calling and the use of parameters, including by-value and by-

reference parameter passing and return.

HL only, implement the following pseudo-code constructs: pointer constructs, recursion

and direct file access.



SYLLABUS DETAILS - CC

A.S. Obj

1.4.2 4 Construct a complete modular program in a systematic way, demonstrating

practical skills in programming, testing and debugging.

1.43 3 Describe syntax errors, logic errors, and run-time errors.

Overflow, underflow and truncation errors may arise during program development and so

they may be discussed, but they will not be examined at SL.

1.4.4 2 Outline how programs can be tested and debugged.

Testing implies tracing sections of an algorithm, including responses to errors (`dry

runs'), as well as the design of test cases which are then executed. Students must be able

to propose suitable test data, giving reasons. Debugging has the components of detecting,

diagnosing and correcting errors shown up by testing.

1.4.5 3 Describe the role of tools in constructing, testing and debugging programs.

Ideally, students should use an integrated development environment (IDE) combining an

editor, interpreter or compiler and debugging tools, but this is not a requirement.

Knowledge of linking and library modules is not required at SL.

A.S. Obi 1.5 Documentation (5h)

1.5.1 3 Explain the features of documentation for design, programming and maintenance,

i.e. system documentation.

Students are required to document their problem-solving process according to the

standards described in the guidelines for Program Dossiers. Program listings must also be

thoroughly documented.

1.5.2 3 Explain the features of documentation for the user, i.e. user documentation.

Studen ts are required to write end-user instruc tions according to the standards described

in the guidelines for the Program Dossier. Students should know that other user manuals

may be needed (for example, on-line help systems and installation manuals where

systems are installed by personnel other than end-users), but are not required to write

such documentation.

A.S. Obj 1.6 Array and String Operations (I Oh)

1.6.1 2 Trace algorithms that insert an entry into linear arrays.

1.6.2 4 Construct algorithms that insert an entry into linear arrays.

1.6.3 2 Trace algorithms that delete an entry from linear arrays.

1.6.4 4 Construct algorithms that delete an entry from linear arrays.

1.6.5 4 Determine the results of operations on strings, including concatenation, truncation

and extraction of substrings.

1.6.6 3 Explain the need for searching and sorting.



SYLLABUS DETAILS - CC

A.S. Obj
1.6.7 3 Apply sequential (linear) and binary search algorithms, selection and bubble sort

algorithms, to problems including some not encountered before.

Searching and sorting provide good examples for studying the design. development and

analysis  of algorithms. Students shou ld be able to discuss the appropriate circumstances

for the use of each  algorithm. In exam inations  they may be given descnptions of other

algorithms to be developed.

1.6.8 3 Compare the efficiency of the specific searching and sorting algorithms mentioned

in 1.6.7.

See note in 1.3.8.

1.6.9 3 Discuss the efficiency of specific searching and sorting algorithms.

BigO notation is not required at SL.

Topic 2 Computing System Fundamentals

Introductio
n

This topic covers computer systems (their hardware and software) and how they interact. Due to the

nature of these topics, the students' knowledge of them may not be directly reflected in their Program

Dossiers.

A.S. Obj 2.1

Language Translators (2h) -

2.1.1 1 Define syntax and semantics.

2.1.2 2 Describe the function of high-level language translators.

The translators should be limited to interpreters and compilers.

2.1.3 2 Explain two examples of software development tools including an HTML editor.

Other examples include: database management systems, macros, CASE tools and simple

language translators (interpreters and compilers are not suitable examples in this context).

A.S. Obj 2.2 Computer Architecture (I Oh)

2.2.1 3 Discuss the features, advantages, disadvantages and one application of each of the

following components: mouse, keyboard, touch-screen, optical character

recognition (OCR), magnetic ink character recognition (MICR), scanners (page,

marksense and bar code), LCD panels, voice recognition, sensors, digitizing

devices such as cameras and graphics tablets, printers, plotters, monitors, robotics,

sound.

The main function of each device should be considered. Those that can function both as

input and output devices should be known, e.g. monitor. The technical details concerning

how each one operates are not required.



SYLLABUS DETAILS - CC

A.S. Obi

2.2.2 2 Outline the structure of a central processing unit (CPU), including the arithmetic

and logic unit (ALU), the control unit (CU) and associated connecting buses.

Knowledge of the internal components of the ALU and CU is not required.

2.2.3 2 Outline the functions of the CPU including those of the ALU, the CU and

associated connecting buses.

Knowledge of registers and their operations is not expected.

2.2.4 2 Outline primary memory and secondary memory in terms of their function and

application.

Students must understand the function of RAM, ROM  and mem ory cache, and their

typical size (in bytes). Secondary memory should refer to disks (magnetic and optical)

and tape. Know ledge of PROM  and EPROM  is not required. Specific types of memory

e.g. Bubble, CM OS are also not required. The terms `volatile' and `non-volatile' will not

be used. Knowledge of virtual memory, and specific storage details such as blocking,

sectors, cylinders are not required at SL.

2.2.5 2 Outline the terms bit (b), byte (B), word and frequency (Hz).

2.2.6 1 State the meaning of prefixes in standard SI unit notation that are relevant to

computer science including T, G, M, k, c, m, fit, n (nano) and p (pico).

2.2.7 2 Apply the use of prefixes T, G, M and k, with reference to bits and bytes.

Examples: TB (terabytes), Gb (gigabits), MB (megabytes).

2.2.8 3 Explain the origins of the prefixes in 2.2.7 and how they differ from standard SI

notation.

Examples: one kilometre (I Km) is 1000 metres and one megahertz (1 MHz) is 1 000 000

hertz, whereas one kilobyte (I KB) is 1024 (21/ ) bytes and one gigabyte (1 GB) is 1 073

741 824 (210) bytes.

2.2.9 1 Define sequential (serial) and direct access.

Refer to the glossary for definitions of sequential and direct access.

2.2.10 3 Compare the characteristics, advantages, disadvantages and applications of

sequential access and direct access.

SL students are not required to program direct access files.

2.2.11 2 Outline recent developments in computer system architecture including processor

architecture, primary memory technologies, secondary storage devices and data

communications.

Technical details are not required.

A.S. Obi 2.3 Computer Systems (6h)

2.3.1 3 Discuss the characteristics of various computer systems including single-users and

multi-users, in both single-tasking and multi-tasking environments.

The term multi-programming will not be used.
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23.2 3 Compare the characteristics and applications of different kinds of computers.

Personal computers, portable computers, mainframes, network computers and

supercomputers should be considered . Characteristics  must include: priman• store size,

backing store capacity, input/ouput (1/O) devices, environment (size, convenience, where

it is used), cost, users (multi- or single-), and processor (word length and speed).

2.3.3 1 Define local area network (LAN), wide area network (W AN), server and client.

2.3.4 3 Explain the princip les of networking, with reference to basic topology, hardware

and software involved.

Details of the ISO (OSI) concep t of layers are not required. Topologies should include star, bus

and ring as well as hybrids involving two or more of these. Hardware should include

communication links (cable, microwave, fibre optics, etc.), hub, node and router. Students must

understand why communications software needs to deal with protocols and security.

2.3.5 3 Discuss the benefits of networks for users including sharing programs, data and

resources.

23.6 3 Compare the benefits and limitations of LANs with those of WANs.

2.3.7 3 Discuss applications and implications of networking for organizations, including

internal communications, electronic mail, conferencing and distributed processing.

23.8 2 Outline the functions of a web browser and search engine including displaying an '

HTM L page, following hypertext links and searching on key words.

Technical details of their operation and specific names of browsers are not required.

Practical experience is not necessary.

2.3.9 2 Outline the principal characteristics of batch processing, on-line (in teractive)

processing and real-time processing.

23.10 2 Outline applications that use each of the processing methods in 2.3.9: batch

processing (payroll and bank cheque processing); on-line processing (airline

reservation and library cataloguing); real-time processing (air traffic control and

monitoring of patients in hospital intensive care).

2.3.11 3 Explain the relationship between master and transaction files.

This should be related to the examples in 2.3.10.

A.S. Obj 2.4 Data Representation (3h)

2.4.1 1 Define analog data and digital data.

2.4.2 2 Outline the use of binary to represent data.

Students must understand a simple relationship between number of digits and number of

patterns available (2/, e.g. 4-bit colour representation allows 16 colours; a 32-bit address

bus can address 4GB RAM). Students are not expected to know specific details of any

particular representations. Knowledge of two's complement, floating point representation

and binary arithmetic is not required at SL.
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2.4.3 2 Convert positive integers between binary and decimal notation (maximum eight

bits).

2.4.4 2 Outline the need for the interconversion of data between analog and digital formats

for computer processing.

Students need to understand  the need for conversion between data for processing, e.g.

sensing and modems.

2.4.5 3 Discuss two applications that require conversion of data between analog and

digital formats including temperature sensing.

Teachers are free to choose the second application. O ther software exam ples include:

voice recognition, light detec tion, image processing, OC R software.

2.4.6 2 Outline the need for standard protocols within a network, and between networks.

2.4.7 2 Outline the need for standard formats for storing document and graphic files.

Names of specific formats (e.g. JPEG, TIF, RTF) and the technical details are not required.

A.S. Obj 2.5 Errors (3h)

2.5.1 2 Describe the following errors: data entry, accidental, deliberate, software,

hardware and transmission with reference to an application in each case.

See notes in 1.4.3.

2.5.2 2 Outline how errors can be detected by using validation and parity checking.

2.5.3 2 Describe how errors can be prevented by verification and validation.

2.5.4 3 Describe the following methods of recovery from an error including: re-input,

re-transmission and restoring from back-ups.

Error correction algorithms are not required, but students should be able to propose

methods of recovery from these errors.

A.S. Obi 2.6 Utility Software (3h)

2.6.1. 2 Outline the main functions) of the following software utilities: data compressors,
virus checkers, file managers, defragmentation software.

The required file manager functions are: copy, delete, format, find, create folder/directory,

print, back-up, renam e and restore. The fact that files are not stored contiguously only

needs to be dealt with in outline, in order to understand why defragmentation software is

required. Technical details are not required.

2.6.2 3 Discuss the need for each of the utilities in 2.6.1.
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Topic 3 Computing Systems and Society

Introductio
n

This topic is designed to allow students to apply their knowledge of computer systems and
understanding of system design in a specific social context. This context will be specified by means
of a Case Study (See 3.-~ which will describe a particular scenario in which computer systems are
central to its organization. It will be distributed to schools well in advance of the examination to
enable teachers to prepare students for the specific vocabulary and applications. Of course, teachers
should always try to discuss the applications and implications of computer systems wherever it is
appropriate to do so.

A.S. Obj 3.1 System Design (9h)

3.1.1 1 State the parts of a system.

3.1.2 2 Identify the data which needs to be held and processed by a system.

3.1.3 2 Outline suitable means of data capture and output presentation for a system.

3.1.4 2 Describe suitable data protection, (data) error detection and data recovery methods

for a system.

See also 1.5.

3.1.5 4 Design appropriate data structures to store data within a system.

3.1.6 1 State the hardware components that are appropriate for a system.

3.1.7 2 Outline a suitable interface between a system and users.

3.1.8 4 Construct a systems flowchart to represent a complete system.

Symbols to be used appear in Appendix 3.

3.1.9 3 Discuss the importance of measures to maintain the integrity and security of data.

Students must cover: the difference between security of data and integrity of data; the

need for, and use of, passwords; encryption; and backing up.

3.1.10 3 Discuss the reliability of the system including the implications of system failure.

3.1.11 3 Discuss the elements of a current or proposed system, with reference to the

features stated in 3.1.1-3.1.10.

Students must be able to explain and criticize the advantages and disadvantages of such
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A.S. Obj 3.2 Social Significance and Implications of Computer Systems (3h)

Discussions relating to this subtopic can be exemplified primarily by the Case Study but should
be applied to all other relevant topics as appropriate.

3.2.1 3 Discuss the social significance and implications of the widespread use of computers
in society.

The social significance must be treated by reference to economic, political, cultural and

environm ental consequences. These include: effects on employment (resulting in  changes

to the working environment, retraining, etc.); computers (hacking, viruses, etc.); ethical

and legal requirements; data storage (preserving privacy, data protection, etc.); software

users (copyright, software licensing, etc.).

3.2.2 3 Discuss current trends in computer systems and their consequences.
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3.3 The Case Study (3 h)

Introduction

Problem-solving in computer science invariably requires a clear description of a scenario (or context)
that reflects a 'real-life' problem together with definitions of particular variables. Examinations
naturally impose significant time constraints, especially when candidates have to read large quantities
of text; nevertheless rather lengthy descriptions will be inevitable for some questions. Furthermore,
the scenarios presented within examinations are frequently situated outside the experience of many
candidates. This may not be just because of age, but also due to cultural and technological
circumstances. The use of a Case Study should help to overcome these inequalities, whilst at the same
time providing other assessment opportunities. Since the Case Study will be issued well in advance
of the examination, it will allow students and teachers to familiarize themselves with the particular
scenario and the language contained within it. Teachers will be able to collect enrichment, resource
and background materials relevant to the scenario. They may wish to prepare their students in other
ways, for example, by visits or using visiting speakers.

Aims

The aims of the Case Study are to:

facilitate the study of a real scenario or situation involving a problem that can be solved using
computer systems and that can be described fully
exemplify the social significance and implications of computer systems capitalize on relatively
current situations, thereby taking advantage of new initiatives or developments arising after the
guide was composed

- try to reduce the variation in performance that might be created solely by a limited understanding
of material due to the native language of the text being different from that of the candidate.

Format

The Case Study will consist of a booklet of several pages containing a variety of information. This will
probably be mainly textual but may also contain information in the form of diagrams, flowcharts,
algorithms, pictures/photographs, tables or graphs.

Procedures

The Case Study is constructed by the senior examiners of IBO each year. The same Case Study will
be used for both standard level and higher level examinations. The relevant number of Case Study
booklets will be sent to schools as far in advance of the examination as possible. The same Case Study
will be used for both examination sessions (May and November) in one year. `Clean' copies of the
Case Study will accompany the examination papers.

The Examination

For both standard and higher levels, one question in paper 2 will require an understanding of the
information in the Case Study at the appropriate depth. Candidates will be free to consult the Case
Study during the examination. This structured question may also test an understanding of other topics
in the syllabus and other questions in paper 2 may also refer to information in the Case Study.
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Additional HL Material

Topic 4 Computer Mathematics and Logic

Introducti
on

Computer science is not a mathematics course. However, the following topics allow students to
understand the basic principles of computer architecture, to understand the fundamental causes of
many common errors, to design simple circuits, and to construct some common algorithms requiring
mathematical techniques.

A.S. Obj 4.1 Number Systems and Representations (6h)

4.1.1 2 Express numbers in the bases: decimal, binary and hexadecimal.

4.1.2 2 Convert numbers between the bases specified in 4.1.1.

Students should understand that hexadecim al is shorthand for binary.

4.1.3 3 Calculate in the bases specified in 4.1.1.

For binary and hexadecimal calculations, only addition and subtraction are required.

4.1.4 2 Apply binary notation to represent integers, both positive and negative, using the

method of two's complement.

Only the two's complement (not one's complement) method is required. The number of

bits will always be specified.

4.1.5 1 State the mantissa and exponent of a number in floating-point representation.

4.1.6 2 Apply binary notation to represent real numbers.

Both fixed-point and floating-point, both un-normalized and normalized, representations

are required.

4.1.7 1 Define truncation error, underflow error and overflow error.

4.1.8 2 Outline one situation when and where each one of the errors in 4.1.7 can occur.

4.1.9 3 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of integer and floating-point

representations.

4.1.10 3 Explain how data types other than integers and floating-point numbers may be

represented by bit patterns including characters (both ASCII and ISO/OSI),

Booleans and colours.

Recall of specific codes is not required.

f~,
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A.S. Obj 4.2 Boolean Logic (5h)

4.2.1 1 Define the Boolean operators: and, or, not, nand, nor and xor, by drawing the

appropriate truth table.

Operator Symbol

and

or +

For example, (A ® Bl . (C+ D)

This can be written in words as: (A xor not B) and (C nor D)

4.2.3 3 Calculate the values of a Boolean expression using truth tables.

A maximum of three inputs will be expected. Include the use of truth tables to determine

whether two Boolean expressions are logically equivalent.

4.2.4 2 Convert Boolean expressions into simpler forms.

A maximum  of three inputs will be expected. Conversions may be done `algebraically'

(i.e. using identities such as x+l=1 and De Morgan's laws) or by using Karnaugh maps.

Either method will be accepted in examinations.

4.2.5 4 Construct a logic circuit that corresponds to a specific Boolean expression by using

standard logic gates.

Symbols to be used for logic gates are given in Appendix  4. Circuits up to half-adder and

full-adder must be constructed.

4.2.6 4 Construct a Boolean expression that corresponds to a specific logic circuit.

4.2.7 3 Explain the function of specific circuits.

A.S. Obj 4.3 Modulo Arithmetic (2h)

4.3.1 4 Construct arithmetical expressions using the operators mod and div.

4.3.2 3 Calculate the value of arithmetical expressions using the operators mod and div.

4.3.3 3 Discuss the use of these operators in applications including check digits (in base

decimal, binary, or hexadecimal) and hash codes.
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Topic 5 Advanced Data Structures and Algorithms

Introductio
n

Programming languages provide some standard data structures (e.g. arrays, files) which are adequate

for many standard problems. Other problems require further data types to represent more complex

structures, improve algorithm efficiency, or provide for more sophisticated memory management.

. Higher level students must demonstrate mastery of some of these techniques in the Program

Dossier and should be able to use any of these techniques during the examination. This topic

extends several aspects of topic 1.

A.S. Obj 5.1 Terminology (3h)

5.1.1 1 Define operator (unary and binary), identifier, operand, argument, expression, infix

notation, postfix notation and prefix notation.

5.1.2 1 Define stack and queue.

5.1.3 3 Discuss the features and appropriate usage of stacks including: parameter storage,

interrupt handling, evaluation of arithmetic expressions and storage of subprogram

return addresses.

5.1.4 3 Discuss the features and appropriate usage of queues including: keyboard queues,

print queues and customer queue simulations.

A.S. Obj 5.2 Static Data Structures (8h)

Arrays are covered at length in the common core. This subtopic should be considered as

an extension.

5.2.1 2 Trace algorithms that perform a quicksort on linear arrays.

5.2.2 4 Construct algorithms that perform a quicksort on linear arrays.

5.2.3 4 Construct a hash table including the generation of addresses using modulo

arithmetic and the handling of clashes by locating next free space.

Studen ts will be given a hash algorithm and a set of keys or records that will be allocated

memory locations by employing the algorithm.

5.2.4 2 Trace algorithms that implement a stack in an array.

5.2.5 4 Construct algorithms that implement a stack in an array.

This includes: to initialize a stack, to test for an empty or a full stack, to push a data item,

to pop a data item and to display the top data item. All operations must protect against

overflow and underflow.

5.2.6 2 Trace algorithms that implement a queue in an array.
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5.2.7 4 Construct algorithms tha t implement a queue in an array.

This includes: to  initialize a queue, to test for an  empty or a full queue, to add a  data item

to the rear of a queue (enqueue), to remove a data item from the front of a queue

(dequeue) and to display the data item at the front of a queue. Algorithms must include

linear and circular implementation. All operations must protect against overflow and

underflow.

A.S. Obj 5.3 Dynamic Data Structures (I 4h)

5.3.1 1 Define node and pointer.

5.3.2 4 Construct algorithms that use pointer mechanisms.

5.3.3 3 Discuss the features and appropriate usage of single, doub le and circular linked

lists.

53.4 2 Outline how links operate both logically (by use of diagrams) and physically (by

means of pointers).

5.3.5 2 Trace algorithms to implement linked lists.

5.3.6 4 Construct algorithms to implement linked lists.

This includes: initialize, add nodes, delete nodes, find tail node, perform linear search and

perform insertion sort. All operations must protect against underflow.

5.3.7 2 Trace algorithms that implement a dynamic stack using pointers.

5.3.8 4 Construct algorithms that implement a dynamic stack using pointers.

Students must recognize the difference between this and the static representation of

stacks. See also notes in 5.2.5.

5.3.9 2 Trace algorithms that implement a dynamic queue using pointers.

5.3.10 4 Construct algorithms that implement a dynamic queue using pointers.

Students must recognize the difference between  this and the static representation  of a

queue. See also notes in 5.2.7.

5.3.11 1 Define binary tree, parent, left-child , right-child and subtree.

5.3.12 3 Discuss the features and appropriate usage of binary trees.

5.3.13 2 Outline how branches operate logically and physically.

See notes in 5.3.4.

5.3.14 2 Trace algorithms to implement trees.

5.3.15 4 Construct algorithms to implement trees.

This includes: in itialize, add  nodes, traverse (pre-order, in-order and post-order). All tree

traversals must be implemented recursively. See 5.5.

5.3.16 2 Outline the logical and physical representations of dynamic data structures.
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A.S. Obi 5.4 Objects in Problem Solutions (6h)

While the Program D ossier can be written in  either a procedure-orien ted or an ob ject-oriented

language, the topic of objects and their usefulness is an important part of an understanding of both

solutions to problems and the data structures or types available for such solutions. Students should be

aware of the limitations of languages that do not implement objects, and the advantages and costs

associa ted with the use of objects in problem solutions. Although students are not required to use

objects in their programs, an appreciation of this topic is necessary for a full understanding of computer

science at this level. The scope of the topic is limited to features exemplified in PURE. (See Appendix

1.)

5.4.1 2 Outline the features of an object.

This should be limited to the following points:

Generally an object is a combination of data and the operations that can be performed in

association with that data. Each data part of an object is often referred to as a data

member while the operations can be referred to as member functions. The current state of

an objec t is stored in its  data members and that state should only  be changed or accessed

through the member functions. Common categories of operations include: the

construction and destruction of objects; operations that either set or return the data

members; operations unique to the data type; and operations used internally by the object.

While one use of objects is in solution decomposition, they can be presented to students

for the first time as abstract data types.

5.4.2 3 Explain the basic features and advantages of encapsulation.

Encapsu lation is the combination of data and the operations that act on the da ta into a

single `program unit' called an object. The advantages are that it allows for information

and data hiding. '

5.4.3 3 Explain the basic features and  advantages of information and data h iding.

Once encapsulated into an object both the data members and the details of the

implementation of the mem ber functions are hidden from the client of the object. This

allows the client to use the object at an abstract level.

5.4.4 3 Explain the basic features and advantages of polymorphism.

Polymorphism describes the situation in which the same operation can be applied to

different objects, with each object behaving appropriately. The concepts of templates,

virtual member functions and operator overloading are not required. Polymorphism

allows objects to be used intuitively and it simplifies coding by making it generic.

5.4.5 3 Explain the basic features and advantages of inheritance.

Inheritance allows one object to be derived from another. The derived object has all the

data members and member functions of the original object and any additional data

member or member  functions that are defined within it. Even previously defined

functionality may be redefined with the appropriate functionality applied to the particular

object that invokes it. In PURE, when functions (including constructors) are redefined in

a derived object, they completely override the original function. (Note that at present

there is no common, and  agreed, standard for th is feature in a ll object languages.)

Inheritance will be limited to one object being derived from another, i.e. one level of

inheritance. Multiple inheritance is not required.

5.4.6 2 Trace an algorithm that includes objects.

This will include recording the behaviour and state of the objects. In examinations,

students will not be required to construct algor ithms involving objects or to decompose a

problem using object-oriented design concepts.
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5.4.7 3 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using objects in problem solutions.

Reference should be made to earlier assessment statements for the advantages.

Disadvantages include: the need for extra time to develop objects for simple problems;

clients not being able to correct eas ily any errors  within  object libraries; many languages

not supporting objects; efficiency being hidden; many mechanisms associated w ith

objects not yet being standardized.

A.S. Obi 5.5 Recursion (5h)

5.5.1 1 Define recursion.

5.5.2 3 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of recursion.

Students must understand that for some applications a recursive procedure is short and

elegant. Also, for some algorithms a recursive solution is ideally suited. Recursion is not

suitable for some algorithms since non-recursive ones are more efficient.

5.5.3 2 Trace recursive algorithms.

All steps and calls must be shown c learly. This may require students to draw a  tree.

5.5.4 4 Construct recursive algorithms.

Limited to an algorithm w hich returns no more than one result and contains either one or

two recursive calls to  itself.

A.S. Obj 5.6 Algorithm Evaluation (4h)

5.6.1 1 State the efficiency of the following non-recursive algorithms in BigO notation: a
linear search is O(n), a bubble sort is O(n2), a quicksort is O(n log n), a binary
search is O(log n) and a selection sort is O(nz).

BigO notation is used to classify algorithm performance (speed). A sequential search is

O(n), mean ing that the time to search an array is proportional to the size of the array.

However, a bubble sort requires nested loops and is therefore O(n=), so its time

requirements are proportional to the square of the size of the list.

5.6.2 3 Analyse the efficiency of non-recursive algorithms (those in 5.6.1 and those of
similar complexity), in terms of BigO notation and in terms of the storage
requirements.

When students are presented with an algorithm that they have not encountered they must

be able to write the BigO notation for the efficiency of that algorithm.

5.6.3 2 Outline how data structures can be organized to suit the requirements of applications.
5.6.4 3 Evaluate algorithms that use any of the data structures in this syllabus.

The algorithms may be either standard algorithms mentioned in the syllabus, or algorithms

of equivalent complexity which the students have not seen before.
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Topic 6 Further System Fundamentals

Introduct
ion

Actual computer system performance is affected by all the components of the system. Students need
to know the functions of the individual components and the methods used in their interactions. This
topic extends topic 2.

A.S. Obi 6.1 Processor Configuration (2h)

6.1.1 2 Describe the functions of the following processor components: accumulator,

instruction register and program counter.

Further details (or registers) are not required.

6.1.2 2 Describe the function of an interrupt register.

6.1.3 2 Describe how buses link the processor, the random access memory, the read-only

memory and cache.

A.S. Obi 6.2 The Machine Instruction Cycle (I h)

6.2.1 2 Outline the steps in the machine instruction cycle: fetch, decode, execute and store.
A single processor model is sufficient. The study of specific hardware is not required.

6.2.2 3 Explain the role of the components mentioned in 6.1 in the execution of single
instructions in the machine instruction cycle.

The role of other components may be discussed but will not be examined.

A. S. Obi 6.3 Disk Storage (I h)

6.3.1 2 Outline storage details with reference to blocking, sectors, cylinders and heads.

6.3.2 2 Describe access time in terms of latency (rotational delay), seek time and transfer

time.

Optical disks are not required.

A.S. Obi 6.4 Operating Systems and Utilities (4h)

6.4.1 1 Define operating system.
Knowledge of any specific operating system is not required.

6.4.2 2 Outline the functions of operating systems: communicating with peripherals;
coordinating concurrent processing of jobs; memory management, resource
monitoring, accounting, and security; program and data management.

Studen ts need to be aware that an  operating system is  a collection of programs that cover

the following tasks: input/output (1/O) control, file maintenance, software/hardw are

interface, memory management, user interface, software execution control, security.

Virtual memory must be included but knowledge of thrashing and paging is not required.

6.4.3 2 Outline the functions of linker, loader and library manager.
/w
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A.S. Obj 6.5 Computer/Peripheral Communication (6h)

6.5.1 1 Define port and handshaking.

Reference to simplex and duplex systems is not required.

6.5.2 1 Define memory-mapped input/output (1/O).

6.5.3 1 Define controller.

6.5.4 1 Define direct memory access (DMA) and buffer.

6.5.5 1 Define interrupt and polling.

6.5.6 3 Explain how peripheral devices are controlled with reference to printer, modem

and disk drive.

This must include the use of buffers, interrupts and interrupt priorities, polling, direct

memory access (DMA) and handshalang in these devices.

6.5.7 3 Compare the features of DMA, interrupt systems and polling systems.

Students must cover an event or external device interrupt as well as a polling system.

Knowledge of specific interrupt codes is not required.

6.5.8 3 Compare the features of serial interfaces with parallel interfaces.

6.5.9 3 Compare the speed (bits per second) of common devices including printer, modem

and disk drive.

6.5.10 3 Explain the need for the interconversion of data between analog and digital

formats.

Include discussion of sensors, voice recognition, audio sampling and  optical input.

6.5.11 3 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of data in analog and digital formats.
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Topic 7 System Life Cycle

Introduction

Students  should understand the tasks that a systems analyst would perform when considering a situation that

may be computerized. These and subsequent tasks  that are inc luded with in the system life  cyc le are  covered  in

this topic, which extends topics I and 3. It is expected that an  understa nding and mastery of some of these  aspects

will be reflected in the Program Dossier.

A.S. Obi 7. I System Life Cycle (5 h)

7.1.1 2 Outline the system life cycle in terms of the stages: analysis, design, implementation,

operation and maintenance.

Other models are acceptable as long as they emphasize the cyclical nature of the

problem-solving process.

7.1.2 3 Explain the importance of collecting data during the analysis stage.

7.1.3 3 Compare the following methods of data collection: interviewing current users,

constructing questionnaires, observing current systems and studying prospective

user-based documentation.

7.1.4 2 Describe the production of a requirements specification during the analysis stage

including: a list of tools, facilities, people available for developing the solution,

and a schedule for the next stages of the project.

7.1.5 2 Outline the features of a feasibility report, including a brief description of the

proposed system, estimated costs, and a possible completion date.

A feasibility report may be produced during the analysis phase, the design phase, or both.

7.1.6 3 Compare the advantages and disadvantages of alternative solutions in the design

stage.

When designing several possible solutions should be considered and evaluated by asking

questions such as: what kind of output should be produced? where will the input data

come from and how will it be entered? should the system be centralized or networked?

should computers be used at all? should standard software packages be used? how much

customization is desirable? Emphasis should be on modular organization.

7.1.7 3 Discuss the social implications of the operation of systems including training

implications, possible disruption during installation, running old systems in

parallel with new systems, direct changeover and phased introduction.

7.1.8 3 Discuss methods of testing systems, the importance of proper testing and the

implications of inadequate testing.

Students must be able to propose suitable test data, with reasons, during the design and

implementation stages.

7.1.9. 2 Outline the features and importance of maintaining systems, including periodic

reviews, performance evaluation and clear documentation, to facilitate modifications.
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Topic 8 Fife Organization

Introduction

A variety of file structures are in common use in computer systems. Students must be familiar with several

of the most common ones. This topic extends topic I .

Current literature often appears confusing since the terminology relating file structure and methods of

accessing files is used in an inconsistent manner. The following table clarifies the specific terminology that

is used in this syllabus, and which will be used in examinations.

File Structure Name Structure Details Access Method (searching)

Serial file Unordered records Sequential access

Sequential file Ordered records Sequential access

Sequential access to index, followed by direct

Partially-indexed file Ordered records access to  the first record in the group, then

sequential access to find the desired record.

A.S. Obi 8. I File Organization (8h)

8.1.1 2 Outline serial file organization (unordered records) and how records can be

retrieved by using sequential access.

8.1.2 2 Outline sequential file organization (ordered records) and how records can be

retrieved by using sequential access.

8.1.3 2 Outline partially-indexed sequential file organization.

A partially-indexed sequential file has ordered records, with a separate but partial index.

Students should be able to describe how records can be retrieved via access to the index,

followed by direct access to the first record in a group, followed by sequential access to

locate the desired record.

8.1.4 2 Outline fully-indexed file organization.

A fully-indexed file has unordered records, with a separate and  complete index. Students

should  be able to describe how records can  be retrieved via  access to  the index , followed

by direct access in the data file. Recall of multi-level indexes is not required.

8.1.5 2 Outline direct access file organization.

A direct access file can have unordered records. Students should be able to outline how

records can be retrieved via a calculation followed by direct access.

8.1.6 2 Apply direct access file techniques in  a modular language.

Students should be able to locate a specific record in a file by using a construct

equivalent to moveto in PURE.



SYLLABUS DETAILS - AHL

A.S. Obi

8.1.7 2 Describe the use of hash algorithms to save and retrieve records in a direct access

file.

See also 5.2.3.

8.1.8 3 Compare the speed of access and storage requirements for the types of files

mentioned in 8.1.1-8.1.7.

This should also include the following storage media : disk, tape. Access speeds should

be expressed in descriptions, calculations of iterations and BigO notation.

8.1.9 3 Explain how the logical organization of data differs from its physical organization.

For example, in a fully-indexed sequential file, records can be retrieved in alphabetical

order by using the index, even though they are not stored physically in that order.

8.1.10 2 Outline the need for external sorts.

The sorting of files which are too la rge for the primary memory of a computer requires

techniques which are based on a combination of sorting and merging. Recall of

algorithms for merge sorts is not required.

8.1.11 4 Construct algorithms using direct access file operations in a high-level language.

Students should be able to c reate an  algorithm that makes use of a  high-level language's

equivalent to the file operations in PURE.
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ASSESSMENT OUTLINE

Computer Science Standard Level

OBJECTIVES

COMPONENT WEIGHTING (APProximate DURATION

eighting)

we lg
DETAILS AND MARK TOTALS

I +2 3+4 Sections Total

External 65% 3h

Assessment

Paper 1 30% 18% 12% 1 !4h

Section A 154'/ 12% 3% '/h approx. Several compulsory short answer

questions. (30 marks)

Section B 15% 6% 9% hh approx. Three st ructured questions, from a

choice of four. (30 marks)

Paper 2 35% 15% 20% 1'/.h Three compulsory questions:

15% 3% 12% Extended response question including,

the construction of an a lgor ithm.

(30 marks)

12% 8% 4% Structured question based on the

Case Study. (25 marks)

8% 4% 4% Structured question. (I 5 marks)

Internal 35%

Assessment

Program 35% 20% 15%  25h teacher contact One in-depth project containing a
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ASSESSMENT
OUTLINE

Computer Science Higher Level

OBJECTIVES

COMPONENT
WEIGHTIN
G

(Approximate DURATION

weighting) DETAILS AND MARK TOTALS

I +2 3+4 Sections Total

External 65% 4 %h

Assessment

Paper 1 30% 18% 12% 2h

Section A 15% 12% 3% I h approx. Several compulsory short answer

questions. (40 marks)

Section B 15% 6% 9% I h approx. Four structured questions, from a

choice of five. (40 marks)

Paper 2 35% 15% 20% 2%h Three compulsory questions:

10% 2% 8%
Extended response question
including,

the construction of an algorithm.

(30 marks)

10% 6% 4% Structured question based on the

Case Study. (30 marks)

15% 7% 8% Three compulsory structured

questions. (45 marks)

Internal 3 5

Assessment
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS

The computer science assessment model is designed to measure the performance of examination candidates

against the four objectives. Assessment is carried out by a combination of external examinations, conducted at

the end of the programme of study, and internal assessment, carried out by teachers. These two key assessment

structures, the external and internal assessment, are weighted 65% and 35%, respectively.

Standard Level

Paper 1 is a paper of 1t/. hours consisting of two compulsory sections. The paper is designed to test

each candidate's overall knowledge of the syllabus content.

Section A ('/.hour approximately) consists of several compulsory short answer questions testing

mainly objectives 1 and 2. The maximum mark is 30.

Section B (% hour approximately) consists of four structured questions testing mainly objectives 3

Paper 2 (70 marks) 35%

Paper 2 is a paper of 1'/. hours consisting of three compulsory questions.

One question ('/< hour approximately) is an extended response question, in several parts. It requires

candidates to construct an algorithm based on an appropriate scenario. The maximum mark is 30.

A second question is structured, in several parts, and based on a Case Study. Further details about the

Case Study can be found in Syllabus Details, 3.3. The maximum mark is 25.

- A third question is also structured, in a few parts and similar in form to paper 1 section B

Calculators

The use of calculators will be permitted in all examination papers. Regulations concerning the types of

calculators allowed are provided in the Yade Mecum.



ASSESSMENT DETAILS - SL

Internal Assessment (Program Dossier) (35 marks) 35/l0

The Program Dossier is an individual piece of well-documented work, completed during the
course, involving a problem that can be solved using computer systems. The emphasis is on the
use of a logical approach and analytical thinking from definition and decomposition of the
problem through to its solution by constructing algorithms in a high-level modular programming
language. This can be carried out in a procedure-oriented or an object-oriented environment.

Further information concerning acceptable programming languages can be found in the section
at the end of Assessment Details.

The Progam Dossier is internally assessed by the teacher and externally moderated by the IBO.
Procedures are provided in the Yade Mecum.

Mastery of Aspects

• Candidates have to demonstrate mastery of various aspects of their chosen programming
language by documented evidence consisting of only one program that addresses a single
problem. Mastery is defined as the ability to use an aspect appropriately for some non-trivial
purpose which is well documented.

• A candidate must attempt to show mastery of all seven of the following aspects:

- arrays or records or objects

- selection constructs (branching)

- iteration constructs (looping)

- subprograms (both built-in and user-defined)

- parameter passing

- sorting techniques or searching techniques

- files

Choice of Problem

Candidates are free to choose problems generated by themselves or their teacher. They can
take full advantage of local resources and circumstances but must make choices which
allow the mastery of the objectives to be demonstrated. Candidates may share the same
problem to be solved or the same initial scenario, but collaborative work is forbidden.

• Teachers are expected to give educational guidance at each stage of the design process but
essentially the Program Dossier of submitted work must be that of the candidate alone.

li
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS - SL

Time Allocation

• It is expected that approximately 25 hours teacher contact time will be devoted to the Program

Dossier, including guidance on format, presentation and contents. Some of the time teaching the

syllabus content will also involve work connected with the Progam Dossier, but this does not include

time required by students to work on their own to develop and complete their dossiers.

Teacher Assessment

• Teachers judge candidate's performance by using level descriptors against the relevant criteria which

are related to the objectives. The criteria and achievement levels must be applied to the work in the

Program Dossier regardless of the number of aspects in which mastery is demonstrated. After this

a `mastery factor' is applied which depends on the number of different aspects in which mastery is

demonstrated. (See The Mastery Factor p46) The assessment of the Program Dossier is moderated

externally.

• Only the code designed and written by the candidate must be taken into account when applying

the assessment criteria.
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS - HL

Higher Level

External Assessment 65%

Paper I (80 marks) 30%

• Paper 1 is a paper of 2 hours consisting of two compulsory sections. The paper is designed to

test each candidate's overall knowledge of the syllabus content.

• Section A (I hour approximately) consists of several compulsory short answer questions testing

mainly objectives 1  and 2. Several questions are common to SL paper 1 section A (20 marks

approximately). The remaining questions examine HL topics. The maximum mark is 40.

• Section B (1 hour approximately) consists of five structured questions testing mainly objectives 3 and

4. Candidates must answer any four questions. The maximum mark for each question is 10.

Paper 2 (105 marks) 35%

• Paper 2 is a paper of 2'/Z hours consisting of five compulsory questions.

• One question ('/< hours approximately) is an extended response question, in several parts. It requires

candidates to construct an algorithm based on an appropriate scenario. The maximum mark is 30.

• The second question ('/< hours approximately) is structured, in several parts, and based on a Case

Study (common to SL). Further details about the Case Study can be found in Syllabus Details, 3.3.
The maximum mark is 30.

• The remaining three questions (total 1 hour approximately) are structured, in a few parts, similar in

form to paper 1 section B questions, but will examine topics in greater depth. The maximum mark

is 45.

Calculators

The use of calculators will be permitted in all examination papers. Regulations concerning the types of

calculators allowed are provided in the Yade Mecum.
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS - HL

Internal Assessment (Program Dossier) (3 5 marks) 3 50/'10

The Program Dossier is an individual piece of well-documented work completed during the

course involving a problem that can be solved using computer systems. The emphasis is on the

use of a logical approach and analytical thinking from definition and decomposition of the

problem through to its solution by constructing algorithms in a high-level modular programming

language. This can be carried out in a procedure- oriented or an objeci-oriented environment.

Further information concerning acceptable programming languages can be found in the section

at the end of Assessment Details.

The Progam Dossier is internally assessed by the teacher and externally moderated by the IBO.

Procedures are provided in the Vade Mecum.

Mastery of Aspects

• Candidates have to demonstrate mastery of various aspects of their chosen programming

language by documented evidence consisting of one program (but not more than two

independent programs) that addresses a single problem. Mastery is defined as the ability to

use an aspect appropriately for some non-trivial purpose which is well documented.

• The candidate must attempt to show mastery of at least nine of the following aspects:

- inserting a new data item into a linked list or a tree

It is not sufficient to add a data item only to the front or only to the rear of a list.

- deleting a data item from a linked list or a tree
It is not sufficient to delete a data item from only the front or from only the rear of a list. There

must also be proper disposal of the allocated memory. (For example, updating the free space

pool in an  array implementation, disposing of a node in a poin ter implementa tion.)

- searching for a data item in a linked list or a tree

- adding directly a new record to a file

- deleting directly a record from a file

- searching directly for a record in a file

- merging two sorted data structures

- user-defined functions

In this context a function is defined as a subprogram that evaluates to a single value (a retu rned

value).

- using arrays, records or pointers as parameters -

recursion

- using more than one kind of composite data structure or using one hierarchical

composite data structure
A composite data structure is one made from other data types. An exam ple is a record. A

hierarchical composite data structure is one where at least one element example is an array of

records. Another example is a record which has  one field defined on another record or array.
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS - HL

Choice of Problem

Candidates are free to choose problems generated by themselves or their teacher. They can take full

advantage of local resources and circumstances but must make choices which allow the mastery of

the objectives to be demonstrated. Candidates may share the same problem to be solved or the same

initial scenario, but collaborative work is forbidden.

Teachers are expected to give educational guidance at each stage of the design process but

essentially the Program Dossier of submitted work must be that of the candidate alone.

Time Allocation

It is expected that approximately 35 hours teacher contact time will be devoted to the Program

Dossier, including guidance on for-mat, presentation and contents. Some of the time teaching the

syllabus content will also involve work connected with the Progam Dossier, but this does not include

time required by students to work on their own to develop and complete their dossiers.

Teacher Assessment

Teachers judge candidate's performance by using level descriptors against the relevant criteria which

are related to the objectives. The criteria and achievement levels must be applied to the work in the

Program Dossier regardless of the number of aspects in which mastery is demonstrated. After this

a `mastery factor' is applied which depends on the number of different aspects in which mastery is

demonstrated. (See The Mastery Factor p46.) The assessment of the Program Dossier is moderated

externally.

Only the code designed and written by the candidate must be taken into account when applying the

assessment criteria.

If the Program Dossier does contain two independent programs then the final marks submitted

should be a holistic judgement reflecting the Program Dossier as a whole, not an average of the work

contained in it. It is therefore essential that both programs should be fully documented.
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS -  SL AND HL

Programming Languages -

Languages Permitted

A program in the Program Dossier must be written in a high-level language that supports modular

programming. Popular languages which meet this criterion include:

Pascal (including Delphi)

C and C++

Modula 2

Ada

Structured BASIC (including Visual BASIC)

- Java

Many other languages may well meet the requirements, but it is not possible to include a complete list in

this guide to computer science. Other languages which comply with the requirements may be used for a

program in the Program Dossier providing that prior approval has been obtained from IBCA.

Automated Development Systems and Library Modules

Some programming systems, such as visual systems, provide interactive development environments with

a wide range of extra facilities, such as visual design, object manipulation, and automatic code generation.

However, the use of these is beyond the scope of this syllabus.

Within the Program Dossier such facilities may be used for minor tasks, such as formatting a dialogue box,

but must not be used for more complex tasks. For example, SL candidates would be expected to write their

own algorithms for sorting an array, rather than simply executing a library function which sorts the array.

Similarly, HL candidates would be expected to write their own algorithms which maintain a linked data

structure, rather than using a system library which already contains all the required algorithms.

Any program listing that includes code automatically generated by the development system must have this

code clearly identified and distinguishable from the code written by the student.

Dynamic Data Structures and Pointers (HL only)

A program in a higher level Program Dossier must include linked lists or trees. Most candidates will

probably use pointers to implement these linked data structures. Consequently, most HL students will use

a programming language which supports pointers. Although HL candidates have to learn to use pointers

as part of the syllabus, the demonstration of mastery of pointers in an HL Program Dossier is not required.

Students could implement linked structures in arrays, through the use of objects, or by some other

equivalent method. This is permitted, as long as the programs properly dispose of de-allocated memory

by returning it to a free memory pool. For example, if the program does not properly dispose of de-

allocated memory then the student would not be considered to have shown mastery of deleting an item of

data.

Obviously a student who has used pointers in the Dossier will probably be better prepared for the

examination than one who has not.



ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Using the Assessment Criteria and Descriptors

The method of assessment used by the IBO is criterion related. That is to say, the method of assessing

the computer science Program Dossier judges each candidate in relation to identified assessment criteria

and not in relation to the rest of the candidates.

• There are twelve assessment criteria (A-L) for the Program Dossier. For each assessment criterion,

achievement level descriptors are defined which concentrate on positive achievement, although for

the lower levels (1 = the lowest level of achievement) failure to achieve may be included in the

description.

• The aim is to find, for each criterion, the descriptor which conveys most adequately the

achievement level attained by the candidate.

• Having scrutinized the work to be assessed, read the descriptors for each criterion, starting with level

1, until you reach one which describes a level of achievement that the work being assessed has not

reached. The work is therefore best described by the preceding achievement level descriptor and you

should record this level.

• Use only whole numbers, not partial marks such as fractions and decimals. If a candidate does not

achieve a standard described by any of the descriptors then 0, zero, should be recorded.

• The highest descriptors do not imply faultless performance and teachers should not hesitate to use

the extremes, including zero, if they are appropriate descriptions of the work being assessed.

• Descriptors should not be considered as marks or percentages, although the descriptor levels are

ultimately added together to obtain a score out of 35. It should not be assumed that there are other

arithmetical relationships; for example, a level 4 performance is not necessarily twice as good as a

level 2 performance.

• A candidate who attains a particular level of achievement in relation to one criterion will not

necessarily attain similar levels of achievement in relation to the others. Do not assume that the

overall assessment of the candidates will produce any particular distribution of scores.



ASSESSMENT CR ITER IA

The Mastery Factor

Judgements must be made in the same way for both SL and HL. Therefore the criteria should be

applied in the same way to the work in SL Progam Dossiers and to the work in HL Program Dossiers.

Both SL and HL candidates are required to demonstrate mastery of a number of aspects related to

computer science (seven for SL and at least nine for HL). The criteria and level descriptors should

first be applied to the work in the Dossier regardless of the mastery of the aspects required. The

appropriate `mastery factor' calculated as shown in the following table is then applied. All values

should be rounded off, 0.50 goes up, to the nearest whole number after applying the `mastery factor'.

CALCULATION OF MASTERY FACTORS

Total number of different aspects in which the Mastery

Level candidate demonstrates mastery Factor

7 1.00

SL 6 0.7 5

One program 4 or 5 0.50

0, 1,2or3 0.25

9.10orl1 1.00

Examples

SL Candidate achieves 22, as judged by applying criteria A-L.

Mastery was demonstrated in six different SL aspects. So the

final mark awarded is 22 x 0.75 = 16.5 = 17

HL

One program: Candidate achieves 29, as judged by applying criteria A-L.

Mastery was demonstrated in four different HL aspects.

So the final mark awarded is 29 x 0.25 = 7.25 = 7

Two programs: Candidate achieves 15 overall, as judged by applying criteria A-L.

Mastery was demonstrated in seven different HL aspects.

So the final mark awarded is 15 x 0.7 5 = 11.2 5 = I I



ASSESSMENT CRITER IA

Achievement Levels

Analysing the Problem
The documentation should contain a thorough discussion and analysis of the problem which

is being solved. This should concentrate on the problem and the goals which are being set, not

on the method of solution. A good analysis includes sample data, information and requests

from the intended user, and possibly some background of how the problem has been solved in

the past.
Achievement
level

0 The candida te has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors  given

below.

1 The candidate only outlines the problem to be solved.

2 The candidate describes the problem to be solved.

3 The candidate analyses the problem to be solved.
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ASSESSMENT CRITER IA

Documenting the Design Process

The solution to the problem should be thoroughly designed before an ~ programs are
written, and this design process must be documented. Good top-down design results
in a flexible, general, extensible solution. In this category, both the quality of the
resulting design and the design process are being evaluated. The design must include
a detailed representation of the algorithms used (via pseudo-code, structure diagrams,
etc.) that clearly illustrate the candidate's solution.

Top-down analysis (solution decomposition) means breaking down a problem into
smaller problems. These are then broken down in turn until ultimately a pseudo-code
representation is obtained which can be used as a basis for program construction. It
is appropriate to use diagrams for the early stages. However, for the non-standard or
non-trivial modules, the final stage must be pseudo-code at a level of detail equivalent
to PURE. This final stage of design should lead easily into coding in an appropriate
programming language. For example, an object-oriented design should be able to be
coded into several object-oriented languages, whereas a procedure-oriented design
should be able to be coded into any one of several block-structured languages.

This criterion refers to the documentation of the design process which does not include
the final program listing.

DESIGN DEFINITION

Incomplete The first and last stages of a design and one or two stages in-between are included. but

the design still contains obvious gaps.

Complete All the relevant decomposition from the problem definition through all stages to the final

stage are included.



Achievement

level

0 The candida te has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors  given

below.

1 The candidate includes only the documentation of the initial or final stage of design.

2 The candidate includes only the documentation of the initial and final stage of design.

3 The candidate includes documentation for a design that is incomplete and

non-portable.

4 The candida te includes documenta tion for a design that is incomplete and portable.

5 The candidate includes documentation for a design that is complete and

non-portable.

6 The candida te includes documenta tion for a design that is complete and portable.

ASSESSMENT CRITER IA

Using Appropriate Data Structures
Candidates should choose data structures which fully support the data storage
requirements of the problem, and which allow clear, efficient algorithms to be written.
They need not go beyond the requirements of the syllabus in their quest for the best
data structure, nor should they make clumsy choices due to a limited knowledge of the
programming language. For example, an array A[IJ, A[2J, ... AfIOJ is usually
preferable to the single variables Al, A2, ... A I0.

Achievement

level

0 The candida te has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors  given

below.

1 Some of the data structures that the candidate uses to solve the problem are

appropriate.

2 Most of the data structures that the cand idate uses to solve the problem are

appropriate.

3 All of the data struc tures that the candidate uses to solve the problem are appropriate.

Using Efficient Algorithms

An efficient algorithm is usually one that executes rapidly and requires minimal
storage (makes good use of available memory), but it could also refer to one that uses
simple programming code. Even though it is not faster, a loop for printing 20 numbers
is more efficient than 20 print commands, because future modifications in the code will
be much easier if a loop is used. Such immense ineffciencies in the code can be
considered here. It is not necessary for candidates to present quantitative evidence of
the efficiency of their algorithms.

Achievement

level

0 The candida te has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors  given

below.

1 Some of the algorithms that the candidate uses to solve the problem are efficient.

2 Most of the algorithms that the cand idate uses to solve the problem are efficient.

3 All of the algorithms that the candidate uses to solve the problem are efficient.



ASSESSMENT CRITER IA

Designing a Testing Strategy
Testing should follow a plan. It should never be random but should be thorough, well
organized, and well documented. A comprehensive testing strategy is desired; that is
better than an immense number of random test cases. Testing plans should be
described and indicate what candidates consider to be typical data and what results
are expected. Candidates should also indicate what situations could arise if invalid
data is used. This criterion is separate from the hard copy results of the tests.

Achievement

level

0 The candidate has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors given

below.

1 The candidate outlines a testing strategy that uses a limited range of valid data.

2 The candidate outlines a testing strategy that uses a wide range of valid data.

3 The candidate outlines a testing strategy that uses a wide range of valid data as well

as some invalid data.

F Including an Annotated Hard Copy of the Test Output
The hard copy of test output should demonstrate the implementation of a thorough
testing strategy (as indicated by criterion E). It may not be feasible to supply sample
output for every single test-case in the testing plan - indeed, a procedure may be
designed to automate the testing process and may run many millions of tests. However,
at least a representative sample of the test-cases must be presented as sample runs. The
output should cover the entire range of test-cases (both valid and invalid data) in the
testing plan, and should be presented in an organized fashion (e.g. annotated). The
teacher must confirm that each candidate has actually completed the testing as claimed
in the documentation. (See Vade Mecum)

Achievement

level

0 The candidate has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors given

below.

1 The candidate includes a hard copy of test output based on a limited range of valid

data.

2 The candidate includes an annotated hard copy of test output based on a wide range

of valid data.

3 The candidate includes an annotated hard copy of test output based on a wide range

of valid data as well as some invalid data.



ASSESSMENT CRITER IA

G Incorporating User-friendly Features
Candidates should give attention to issues of usability during the design stage. The
documentation should include some explanations of the reasons for some of the
usability decisions. To be given credit candidates must include features which make
the program more user-friendly, such as helpful menus, help instructions, useful
guidance to the user during the execution of the program. These should be
documented in some way, for example, if an output screen is particularly well
designed for readability a hard copy should be provided and labelled as such. Screen
dumps and even photographs may be helpful for this criterion.

Achievement
level

0 The candidate has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors given

below.

1 The candidate incorporates some documentation showing user-friendly features

within the program.

2 The candidate incorporates many user-friendly features in the program.

Handling Errors
This refers to detecting and rejecting erroneous data input from the user, and
preventing common run-time errors caused by calculations and data-file errors.
Candidates are not expected to detect or correct intermittent or fatal hardware errors
such as paper-out signals from the printer, or damaged disk drives, or to prevent data-
loss during a power outage.

Achievement
level

0 The candidate has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors given

below.

1 The candidate includes documentation that shows a few error-handling facilities in

the program.

2 The candidate includes documentation that shows many error-handling facilities in

the program.
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ASSESSMENT CRITER IA

Implementing the Program
Evidence here generally refers to hard copy output. Also, the design process should

have been sufficiently thorough so that the resulting program has not had to be

drastically restructured during the debugging phase.
Achievement
level

0 The candida te has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors  given

below.

1 The candidate includes evidence that the program functions partially.

2 The candidate includes evidence that the program functions well, but the program is

only slightly related to the design.

3 The candidate includes evidence that the program functions well, and the program

is closely related to the design.

Using Good Programming Style

Good programming style can be demonstrated by program listings which are easily

readable, even by a programmer who has never used the program. This includes

small and clearly structured modules which have abundant comments, meaningful

identifier names, and a consistent indentation scheme. Convoluted, confusing syntax

should be avoided whenever possible. Syntax highlighting and line numbering are

not required, but are encouraged if they improve readability.

Achievement

level

0 The candida te has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors  given

below.

1 The candidate includes a program listing that demonstrates some attention to good

style.

2 The candidate includes a program listing that demonstrates considerable attention

to good style.
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Evaluating Solutions
The conclusion should be a critical analysis of the resulting solution. Efficiency may

be discussed in general terms, e.g. BigO notation is not required. Effectiveness should

be discussed in relation to the original description of the problem. Suggested

improvements and possible extensions should be realistic, e.g. suggestions should not

include statements such as "the program would be a lot better if it incorporated some

artificial intelligence techniques such as speech recognition and natural language

parsing. "
Achievement
level

0 The candidate has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors given

below.

1 The candidate outlines the solution but does not consider effectiveness, efficiency

or improvements.

2 The candidate outlines the solution and partly considers effectiveness, efficiency

and possible improvements.

3 The candidate discusses the effectiveness and efficiency of the solution and

suggests alternative approaches and improvements.

Including User Documentation

Good documentation usually includes both sample output and written instructions.

It should be sufficiently complete that it will allow anyone unfamiliar with the

program to start using it effectively after reading the instructions. This criterion

does not refer to internal instruction.

Achievement

level

0 The candidate has not reached a standard described by any of the descriptors given

below.

1 The candidate includes clear but incomplete instructions about loading and using the

program.

2 The candidate includes clear and thorough instructions about loading and using the

program.



ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES

Internal Assessment

Format of the Program Dossier

All the candidate's work must be submitted together as a single document. The work can be stapled,

put into a ring-binder or inserted into a folder. All information required for the Program Dossier must

appear as hard copy. Diskettes, CD-ROMs, etc. must not be included within the Program Dossier or

sent to the moderator.

There must be a table of contents and all written documentation should be word processed, except

where it is felt necessary to include rough notes.

The pages of program listings and sample runs must be separated and not submitted as continuous

sheets.

All the pages must be numbered. The numbering can be sequential (1, 2, 3, etc.) throughout the entire

Program Dossier or it can be done according to the items numbered in the following table. (For

example, if the design process is the third item, then these pages can be numbered 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, etc.)

This may be easier, since each item can be numbered sequentially as it is completed. The page

numbering can be done by hand if the available computer systems do not permit automatic page

numbering.

The number of pages associated with each item may vary according to the nature and complexity of

the problem being solved as well as its programmed solution. However, as a guideline, an

approximate number of pages is given in the following table. This is included mainly to ensure that

candidates include the appropriate amount of material.

All of the items listed in the following table must be included in the Program Dossier.

If an HL candidate submits two independent programs then each one must be considered separately

and contain all the appropriate items of documentation.
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Items to be Included in the Program Dossier

Items to be included in the Program Dossier Number of
pages (approx.)

Criteria to which
the items relate

I Tab le of Contents I

2 Statement and Analysis of the Problem 2-3 A

3 Design Process Documentation 4 minimum B. D, I

4 Data Structures I-2 C

5 Testing Strategy 2.3 E

6 Evidence of User Friendliness 0-3 G

7 Error Handling Facilities 0.3 H

8 Hard Copy of Testing 30 maximum F, G. H , I

I Table of Contents

The table of contents must indicate where each of the submitted items can be found.

2 Statement and Analysis of the Problem

This should include a brief statement of the problem as seen by the end-user. A discussion of the
problem from the end-user's point of view should take place with both the user's input and desired
output being considered.

The analysis should state a clear understanding of the problem and demonstrate how the problem
can be solved using a computer-based solution. This analysis should also take into,-: ::count what
input and output will occur and what calculations and/or processes will be nec-.ssary to obtain the
desired output.

3 Design Process Documentation

An illustration indicating the top-down design of the solution to the problem should be produced.

Using pseudo-code or other suitable means candidates should create an algorithmic representation
of their solution. The algorithms produced should be independent of the target programming
language. A programmer using almost any high-level programming language should be able to
generate a computer-based solution from the submitted algorithms. Thus, it is imperative that all
algorithms/subalgorithms that are essential to the functioning of the resulting program be included.

4 Data Structures

Data structures that are to be used in the programmed solution to the problem should be discussed
here. Some sketches/illustrations must appear in this discussion, including some . sample values.
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5 Testing Strategy

A strategy for testing the program must be included which specifies how the program is expected to

behave when differing sets of valid and invalid data are inputted. Thus, the strategy should include

consideration of what happens when various branches of the program are activated and must

consider/discuss the consequences of inputting invalid data. To do this, a table of inputs and expected

outputs should be submitted for a vide range of valid and invalid data.

6 Evidence of User Friendliness

Evidence of helpful menus, instructions, etc. that will aid the user in navigating through their program

must be highlighted. This can be done in the following three ways:

• by annotating relevant parts of the hard copy output

• by annotating parts of the program code that generate menus and instructions

• by reproducing (cut/paste) relevant parts of the hard copy output and/or by reproducing parts

of the program code that generate the menus and instructions.

The length of this documentation will depend to a great extent on how much interaction there is

between the program and the user.

7 Error Handling Facilities

Error handling facilities can be highlighted in the following two ways:

• by annotating parts of the program code that contain error handling routines

• reproducing (cut/paste) parts of the program code that contain error handling routines together

with the relevant parts of the hard copy output.

8 Hard Copy of Testing

The hard copy output should demonstrate the implementation of the testing strategy. One or more

sample runs should be included to show that the different branches of the program have been tested;

testing one set of valid data will not be sufficient. The hard copy submitted should demonstrate the

program's responses to inappropriate or erroneous data, as well as to valid data. Thus the usefulness

of the error-handling routines mentioned above should become evident. While at least one complete

test run must be included in the dossier, it is not necessary that the hard copy reflect every key stroke

of every test run. Cutting and pasting of additional test runs can be done to illustrate the testing of

different aspects of the program.

All test runs should be annotated in such a way that the candidate is stating what aspect of the program

is being tested. Sample output must never be altered by hand, erased or covered up.
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Sample output can be `captured' and combined electronically with explanatory annotations
into a single document. However, it is forbidden to alter or reformat sample output in any
fashion (except adding page numbers or annotating in order to highlight user friendliness or
error-handling facilities as discussed above), especially if these alterations would give an
unrealistic impression of the performance of the program. Examples of such ̀ abuse' include:
lining up text which was not originally aligned, adding colour or other special effects,
changing incorrect numerical output, erasing evidence of errors.

9 Program Listing

The program should demonstrate the use of good programming techniques. It should
include:

an identification header indicating the program name
author school - computer used

• programming language used
• date
• purpose.

The program should possess good internal documentation, including:

• constant, type and variable declarations which should have explanatory comments
• identifiers which should have appropriate names
• program and subprogram names which should be easy to identify
• subprograms which must be clearly separated and have comments for their parameters
• suitable indentation which should be used to illustrate various programming constructs.

The program should demonstrate a knowledgeable use of the various programming concepts
(branching, iteration, etc.) that are required. Parameters should always be used appropriately,
for example, to avoid side effects nonlocals should not be referenced within a subprogram.

Program listings must contain all the code written by candidates and, if a program listing
displays code which was automatically generated by the development system, then this code
must be clearly identified and distinguishable from that code written by the candidates. Only
the code designed and written by candidates must be taken into account when applying the
assessment criteria.

10 User Documentation

User documentation is a simplified set of instructions designed to help end-users operate the
program effectively. In terms of the hardware, this documentation should provide
information concerning the minimal computer system configuration necessary. The
documentation should include any information required to load, start and run the program.
A user must be provided with step-by-step instructions for operating the program, being told
clearly:

• what inputs are expected during various stages of the program's execution
• what outputs can be expected.
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I I Conclusions/Evaluation

This item should include reflections on the effectiveness of the programmed solution of the

original problem. It should discuss answers to the following questions:

• did it work?

• did it work for some data sets, but not others?

• does the program in its current form have any limitations?

A thorough evaluation also discusses possible future enhancements that could be made to the
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Glossary of Computer Science Terms

No list of computer science terms can be exhaustive. This glossary includes terms relevant to the

computer science programme. The intention is to provide clear, usable definitions for all words that

are referred to in the assessment statements (A.S.) by `define . . .'. These definitions and the
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abstract data structure HL A way of organizing data and its related procedures and functions.

A-D converter Analog-digital converter. A device for converting analog signals

into digital ones for subsequent computer processing; sometimes

called a digitizer. A digital to analog (D to A) converter operates in

the reverse direction.

address mapping Conversion of data used to represent the physical location of fields

or records and the process by which records or blocks of

information are assigned to storage locations. For example, the

translation of a virtual address to an absolute address or real

address.

algorithm An ordered set of well-defined rules for the solution of a problem in

a finite number of steps.

ALU See Arithmetic and Logic Unit.

American Standard Code for The primary encoding character set used in computers. The current

Information Interchange version has 7 bits per character, 8-bit `words' or character codes

(ASCII) provide a bit that can be used as check to help verify that the

remaining 7 bits are correct.

analog data The representation and measurement of the performance or behaviour

of a system by continuously variable physical entities such as currents,

voltages, etc. (See also digital data.)

and A logical operator having the property that if P is a statement, Q is

a statement, R is a statement ..., then the and of P, Q, R ... is True

if all statements are True, False if any statement is False.

argument HL A parameter passed between a calling program and a called

program.

arithmetic and logic unit A part of the computer that performs arithmetic operations, logic

(ALU) operations, and related operations.

array 1 An arrangement of data in one or more dimensions.

2 In programming languages, an aggregate that consists of data

objects, with identical attributes, each of which may be

uniquely referenced by indexing.

ASCII See American Standard Code for Information Interchange.

B Byte

back-up (file) A second copy of a file, to be used in the event of the original file

being corrupted.

balanced tree H'- A tree in which the right and left subtree of any node have heights

differing by one at the most.
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bar code A pattern of vertical lines distinguished from each other by width. It

can be read by a bar code reader to provide data to a computer.

bar code reader An optical character reader which can read bar codes.

base The basis of a notation or number system, defining a number

representational system by positional representation. In a decimal

system the base is 10, in an hexadecimal system the base is 16, and

in a binary system the base is 2.

batch processing A method of processing data in which transactions are collected and

prepared for input to the computer for processing as a single unit,

e.g. payroll.

bigO notation HL A notation used to describe the relative performance (speed) of an

algorithm.

binary operator HL An operator that combines two operands to give a single result, e.g.

addition, multiplication, division, mod, div.

binary search HL A dichotomizing search in which, at each step of the search, the set

of data elements is divided by two.

binary tree HL A tree in which each node has at most two children.

bit (b) Binary digit. The smallest unit of information for data storage and

transmission. Each bit is considered to be either a `0' or a ` 1 ' .

Boolean expression An expression which has a value of True (T) or False (F).

bps Bits per second.

browser An piece of software that reads hypertext thus giving access to the

World Wide Web.

bubble sort A sort in which the first two items to be sorted are examined and

exchanged if necessary to place them in the specified order; the

second item is then compared with the third (exchanging them if

required), the third is compared with the fourth, and the process is

repeated until all pairs have been examined and all items are in the

proper sequence.

buffer A portion of storage used to hold input or output data temporarily.

bus A facility for transferring data between several devices located

between two end points, only one device being able to transmit at a

given moment.

Byte (B) A set of bits considered as a unit; normally consists of 8 bits and

corresponds to a single character of information.
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cache HL A special buffer storage, smaller and faster than primary memory-.

that is used to hold a copy of instructions and data in pnmary

memory that are likely to be needed next by the processor.

CASE See computer-assisted software engineering.

central processing unit (CPU) The part of a computer that includes the circuits that control the

interpretation and execution of instructions.

character set A finite set of different characters that is complete for a given

purpose, e.g. the 128 ASCII characters.

check bit 'L A bit used to check for errors in transmitted data.

check digit 'L A digit used for the purpose of performing a check.

check sum 'L A sum generated using individual digits of a number and employed

as an error-detecting device.

circular list HL A linked list which forms a loop out of a block of memory cells

allotted to the list; as far as the list is concerned, the last cell in the

block is adjacent to the first cell.

client A component that requests a service of another component, a

`server'. (See also client-server.)

client-server A software partitioning scheme in which a system is divided

between server tasks performed on the instructions received from

clients, asking for information or action.

collision HL A situation in which two or more entries in a file or other data

structure are given the same access code through the use of a hash

table.

command language A set of procedural operators with a related syntax, used to indicate

the functions to be performed by an operating system.

compatibility The capability of a hardware or software component to conform

with the interface requirements of a given data processing system

without adversely affecting its functions.

compiler A program that translates a source program into an executable

program (an object program).

computer-assisted software The automation of well-defined methodologies that are used in the

engineering development and maintenance of products. These methodologies

apply to nearly every process or activity of a product development

cycle, e.g. project planning, product designing, coding, and testing.

computer architecture The logical structure and functional characteristics of a computer,

including the interrelationships among its hardware and software

components.
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computer program A sequence of instructions suitable for processing by a computer.

controller HL A component that coordinates and controls operations of one or

more input/output devices.

control unit (CU) That part of computer hardware which accesses instructions in

sequence, interprets them and initiates the appropriate operation

required.

CPU See central processing unit.

CU See control unit.

database management A computer-based system for defining, creating, manipulating,

system (DBMS) controlling, managing, and using databases.

dataflow diagram See systems flowchart.

data compressor A tool to eliminate any gaps, empty fields, redundancies and

unnecessary data to shorten the length of records or blocks.

data structures The syntactic structure of symbolic expressions and their storage

allocation characteristics. Most programming languages make

available arrays, records and dynamic structures.

DBMS See database management system.

debugging tool A program used to detect, trace, and eliminate errors in computer

programs or other software.

defragmentation An application that reads file segments from non-contiguous

software sections of a storage device and then writes the files to the same

device in such a way that each file segment is contiguous.

De Morgan's law HL If A and B are Boolean expressions, then

A+B = A. B

A.B=A+B

dequeue HL To remove an item from the rear of a queue. (See also enqueue.)

digital data Pertaining to data that consists of digits. (See also analog data.)

direct access file HL A file organized in such a way that a calculation provides the

address (location) of a record so that the record can be accessed

directly. The records in the file may be ordered or unordered.

direct memory access (DMA) HL Memory access that does not involve the microprocessor, frequently

used for data transfer directly between memory and a peripheral

device such as a disk drive.

/1
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distributed processing A network in which some or all of the processing, storage and

control functions, in addition to input/output functions. are dispersed

among its nodes.

doubly-linked list HL A linked list in which each node has both a head pointer and a tail

pointer.

dynamic data structure HL Data structures which are not rigidly fixed before a program is run.

encapsulation 'i'- The combination of data and the operations that act on the data into

a single `program unit' called an object.

encryption In computer security, the process of transforming data into an

unintelligible form in such a way that the original data cannot be

easily obtained except by using a decryption process.

enqueue '"- To add an item to the front of a queue. (See also dequeue.)

expression A sequence of symbols that can be evaluated.

field A subdivision of a record containing a unit of information. For

example, a payroll record might have the following fields: clock

number, gross pay, deductions and net pay.

FIFO HL First-in-first-out. (See queue.)

file An organized collection of related records normally stored in an

external device.

file manager An application software which can access, create, modify, store, and

retrieve files.

fixed point The performing of arithmetical calculations without regard to the

position of the radix point, treating the numbers as integers for the

purpose of calculation. The relative position of the point has to be

controlled during calculations.

floating point HL In floating point arithmetic, the position of the decimal point does

not depend on the relative position of the digits in the numbers as in

fixed point arithmetic, since the two parts of the floating point

number determine the absolute value of the number.

floppy disk drive A device used to handle one or morefloppy disks. It includes a drive

shaft to rotate the disks, and readlwrite heads and circuitry which

enable data to be recorded on, and read from, the disk surfaces.

formatted output Data prepared for output in order to be displayed in a desired format

(e.g. trailing zero on 7.50$ instead of 7.5$).
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full adder HL This is part of the arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) which has the

specialized job of addition within the central processor. It is a logic

design which takes two binary numbers and adds the equivalent bits,

adding in any carrys. Full adders are made from half adders.

fully-indexed file A file in which, although the records are unordered, a particular

record can be found using a sequential access to the index of the file

followed by direct access to the data file.

global variable A variable defined in one portion of a computer program and used

in at least one other portion of the computer program.

GUI Graphical user interface

hacking Obtaining unauthorized access to protected resources.

half adder HL These take two bits and add them together producing the answer

(called the sum bit) and a cant' bit if the result is greater than one.

handshaking HL The exchange of predetermined signals when a connection is

established between two modems.

hash code HL A method of coding to obtain a search key for the purpose of storing

and retrieving items of data.

hash table HL A table of information that is accessed by way of a shortened search

key (the hash value).

hexadecimal A system of numbers with the base 16; hexadecimal digits range

from 0 to 9 and A to F, where A represents 10 and F represents 15.

high-level language A programming language whose concepts and structures are

convenient for human reasoning, e.g. Pascal. Such languages are

independent of the structures of computers and operating systems.

hub HL In networking, a repeater that sends data to the stations to which it is

attached.

identifier The name or label chosen by the programmer to represent a

variable, function, procedure, data type or any other element defined

within the program.

indexed sequential access A search technique in which a calculation provides the address

method (ISAM) (location) of a record, followed by direct access to the record.

infix notation HL A notation for representing logical operators in which the operator is

written between the operands, e.g. A+B or A*B

inheritance HL The name given to the property that an object which is derived from

another object inherits the data members and member functions of

the original.
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in-order traversal Traversal of a tree visiting the nodes in the order left-child. parent

right-child.

insertion sort HL A sort in which each item in a set is inserted into its proper

position

in the sorted set according to a specified criterion.

interface The hardware and associated software needed for communication

between processors and peripheral devices to compensate for the

difference in their operating characteristics.

interpreter A program that translates and executes each instruction of a

programming language before it translates and executes the next

instruction. (See also compiler.)

interrupt A suspension of a process, such as execution of a computer program

caused by an external event, performed in such a way that the

process can be resumed.

ISO International Standards Organisation.

iteration The process of repeatedly running a set of computer instructions

until some condition is satisfied.

keys 1 In computer security, a sequence of symbols used with a

cryptographic algorithm for encrypting or decrypting data.

2 In databases, the key of a record is a field with a unique value

which can be used to locate that record.

left-child In a tree, the node to the immediate left of a parent node.

library manager HL Many programming languages permit user-defined functions to be

stored centrally and re-used in various programs. This central

storage is called a library. A library manager is a utility program

which catalogues, pre-compiles and links library modules.

LIFO Last-in-first-out. (See also stack.)

linked list HL A data structure technique of storing data in different areas of

memory rather than in a contiguous block and keeping track of the

data using pointers.

linker HL A utility program which brings together the object modules,

operating system routines and other utility software to produce a

complete, executable program.

loader HL A program that copies an object program held in memory into the

memory area designated by the operating system for execution.

local area network (LAN) A computer network where all the computers are directly linked by

cables and/or microwave transmission. This is usually located on a

user's premises within a limited geographical area.
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local variable A variable that is defined and capable of being used only in one

specified module of a computer program.

logic circuit A circuit whose output can be determined by knowing the input and

following the path through the logic gates.

logic error An error arising from an incorrect appreciation of the problem

leading to an incorrect action being performed and hence a false

result.

logic gate A combinational circuit that performs an elementary logic operation

and usually involves one output.

magnetic ink character Character recognition of magnetic ink characters. The identification

recognition (MICR) of characters through the use of magnetic ink. (See also OCR.)

mainframe A computer, usually in a computer centre, with extensive

capabilities and resources to which other computers may be

connected so that they can share facilities.

memory addressing See address mapping.

memory manager H'- A program that is usually part of the operating system which

controls the allocation of memory to various applications. It is

particularly important in multi-tasking systems where applications

might otherwise cause conflicts, and for implementing virtual

machines and virtual memory.

menu A display of a list of optional facilities which can be chosen by the

user in order to carry out different functions in a system.

merge sort A sort program in which the items in a set are divided into subsets,

the items in each subset are sorted and then merged.

MICR See magnetic ink character recognition.

microwave transmission A method of communication within public telephone services which

does not require cables.

modem Short for modulator/demodulator: a piece of electronic equipment

that converts digital signals from a computer into audio signals that

are transmitted over telephone lines, and vice versa.

modular language A language in which a complete program can be broken down into

separate components (modules), each of which is to some extent

self-contained. For example, the scope of variables can be limited

to a module and does not extend through the entire program.

modularity One aspect of structured programming in which individual tasks are

programmed as distinct section or modules. One advantage is the

ease with which individual sections can be modif ed without

reference to other sections.
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module A self-contained subset of a program.

modulo arithmetic HL A type of arithmetic using a base other than 10.

multi-tasking A mode of operation that provides for concurrent performance. or

interleaved execution, of two or more tasks.

multi-user system Pertaining to two or more people who use the services of a

processor within a given period of time.

multi-processing Pertaining to the simultaneous execution of two or more computer

programs or sequences of instructions by a computer (parallel

processing).

nand HL A logic operator having the property that if P is a statement, Q is a

statement, R is a statement,..., then the nand of P, Q, R . ... is True if

at least one statement is False, False if all statements are True.

network Any set of interconnected computer systems that share resources

and data.

networking Making use of the services of a network.

node 1 In the terminology of tree structures, each position in the tree

is called a node.

2 Any device on a computer network that can be addressed so

that it can be contacted by other computers.

3 A `host' computer on a network.

nor A logic operator having the property that if P is a statement, Q is a

statement, R is a statement,..., then the nor of P, Q, R,... is True if

all statements are False, False if at least one statement is True.

not A logic operator having the property that if P is a statement, then

not of P is True if P is False, False if P is True.

object HL A combination of data and/or the operations that can be performed

in association with the data.

object-oriented programming H'- An approach to programming in which units of data are viewed as

active `objects' rather than passive units envisioned by the procedural

paradigm.

OCR Optical character recognition (reader). Refers to the use of devices

and software to `read' characters and translate them into ASCII

characters for later processing. Applications of OCR include the

scanning of printed documents to convert the text into digital ASCII

text that can then be edited in word processors.

OMR forms Optical mark and read forms.

on-line When a user has access to a computer via a terminal.
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on-line processing Data processing in which all operations are performed by equipment

directly under the control of a central processor, e.g. airline

reservations.

operating system (OS) HL Software that controls the execution of programs and that may

provide services such as resource allocation, scheduling,

input/output control, and data management.

operator HL A character or string of characters which designate an operation.

(See binary operator and unary operator.)

operator precedence In programming languages, an order relation defining the sequence

of the application of operators within an expression.

or A logic operator having the property that if P is a statement, Q is a

statement, R is a statement,... then the or of P,Q,R,... is True if at

least one statement is True, False if all statements are False.

overflow HL The generation of a quantity as a result of an arithmetic operation

which is too large to be contained in the result location.

packet A group of bits made up of control signals, error control bits, coded

information and the destination for the data.

parallel interface An interface through which a computer transmits or receives data

that consists of several bits sent simultaneously on separate wires.

(See also serial interface.)

parameter Data is passed between a subprogram and the rest of a program

using parameters. The definition of the subprogram specifies formal

parameters which are then used as variables in the body of the

subprogram. When the subprogram is called from the rest of the

program, actual parameters are used in place of the formal

parameters and values are passed between the actual parameters and

the formal parameters in various ways. (See pass-by-reference and

pass-by-value.)

parameter passing The assignment of values to parameters to be used in a procedure.

parent (node) HL In a tree, any node which is not on the tip of a branch.

parity bit A binary digit appended to a group of binary digits to make the sum

of all the digits, including the appended binary digit, either odd or

even as pre-established.

parsing The breaking down of high-level programming language statements

into their component parts during the translation process, e.g.

identifying reserved words and variables.
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partially-indexed file HL A file in which records are ordered in groups. Sequential access to

an index followed by direct access to the first record in the group.

then sequential access to the desired record, retrieves a particular

record.

pass-by-reference The parameter-passing mechanism by which the address of a

variable is passed to the subprogram called. If the subprogram

modifies the formal parameter, the corresponding actual parameter

is also changed.

pass-by-value The parameter-passing mechanism by which a copy of the value of

the actual parameter is passed to the called procedure. If the called

procedure modifies the formal parameter, the corresponding actual

parameter is not affected.

password A group of characters which, on input to a computer from a terminal,

gives the user access to information and allows the user control over

the information.

peripheral device Any device that can communicate with a particular computer, e.g.

input/output units, auxiliary storage, printers.

physical structure of data The manner in which the computer stores data.

pointer HL 1 An abstract data type used to navigate through dynamic data

structures.

2 See pointing device.

pointing device An instrument, such as a mouse, trackball, or joystick, used to move

an icon (sometimes in the form of an arrow) on the screen.

polling Interrogation of devices for such purposes as avoiding contention, or

determining operational status, or determining readiness to send or

receive data.

polymorphism HL The ability of different objects to respond appropriately to the same

operation.

POP HL To remove an item from the top of a stack.

port An access point for data entry or exit.

postfix notation HL A method of forming mathematical expressions in which each

operator is preceded by its operands and indicates the operation to

be performed on the operands or the intermediate results that

precede it, e.g. A added to B and the sum multiplied by C is

represented by the expression AB+C*

post-order traversal HL Traversal of a tree by visiting the nodes recursively in the order

left-child, right-child, parent.
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prefix notation HL A method of forming mathematical expressions in which each

operator precedes its operands and indicates the operation to be

performed on the operands or the intermediate results that follow it.

pre-order traversal H- Traversal of a tree by visiting the nodes recursively in the order

parent, left-child, right-child.

primary memory The part of the memory where the data and programs which are in

use at the time are stored.

primitive data type Integer, real, character, Boolean data types.

protocol A set of semantic and syntactic rules that determines the behaviour

of ft nctional units in achieving communication.

pseudo-code An artificial language used to describe computer program

algorithms without using the syntax of any particular language.

During the development of an algorithm, pseudo-code often

contains sections in natural language which will be replaced later.

push HL To add an item to the top of a stack.

queue HL An abstract data structure where items are inserted at one end and

retrieved from the other end (FIFO). (The standard operations are

given in S.?.7.)

quicksort A sort in which a list is first partitioned into lower and upper

sublists for which all keys are, respectively, less than some pivot

key or greater than the pivot key.

random number A number obtained by chance.

real-time processing The manipulation of data that is required or generated by some

process while the process is in operation; usually the results are used

to influence the process, and perhaps related processes, while it is

occurring.

record An aggregate that consists of data objects, possibly with different

attributes, that usually have identifiers attached to them. (See field.)

recursion HL The process whereby a module refers to itself. In many

programming languages, a procedure or function can call itself.

Furthermore, a data structure can refer to itself - specifically a

linked list, where a node contains a pointer to a node

(self-referencing).

register HL A part of internal storage having a specified storage capacity and

usually intended for a specific purpose.

right-child HL In a tree. the node to the immediate right of a parent node.
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ring topology '-/- A network in which every node has exactly two branches connected

to it and in which there are exactly two paths between any tzi-o

nodes.

robotics The techniques used in designing, building and using robots.

robustness A term used to describe the ability of a program to resist crashing

due to incorrect input or incorrect intermediate results.

router A device that identifies the destination of messages and sends them

via an appropriate route.

searching The process of looking for a particular item.

secondary memory A type of memory which is permanent.

security Security in the context of computing is a large subject but in outline

it might refer to:

1 risk

to hardware

2 risk

to software

3 risk

to information.

selection sort A sort in which the items in a set are examined to find an item that

fits specified criteria. This item is appended to the sorted set and

removed from further consideration, and the process is repeated

until all items are in the sorted set.

semantics The relationships of characters or groups of characters to their

meanings, independent of the manner of their interpretation and use.

sensor A device that converts measurable elements of a physical process

into data meaningful to a computer.

sentinel "L See flag.

sequential access An access method in which records are read from, written to, or

removed from a file based on the logical order of the records in the

file.

sequential file A file in which records are ordered and are retrieved using

sequential access.

sequential search A search in which records in a file or in another data structure are

examined one by one in the order in which they were entered until a

specified criterion is met or until there are no more records to

examine.

serial file A file in which records are unordered and are retrieved using

sequential access. ,

serial interface An interface through which a computer transmits or receives data,
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server 1 A program that provides services requested by client

programs.

2 A computer that provides services to another computer

connected over a network.

simulation The use of a data processing system to represent selected

behavioural characteristics of a physical or abstract system.

single-tasking A mode of operation which allows only one program to be in use at

any time.

single-user system A system in which one user monopolizes all facilities.

software All or part of the programs, procedures, rules, and associated

documentation of a data processing system. Software is an

intellectual creation that is independent of the medium on which it is

recorded.

software design The systematic application of scientific and technological

knowledge, methods and experience to the design, implementation,

and testing of software to optimize its production and support.

stack H'- An abstract data structure where only the top is accessible for the

insertion and retrieval of items (LIFO). (The standard procedures

are given in 5.2.5.)

star topology A radial, or star-like, configuration of nodes connected to a central

controller or computer in which each node exchanges data directly

with the central node.

static data structure Data structures whose size and nature is determined before a

program is executed.

storage requirements A description of how much memory is required during the running

of the program.

structure diagram A diagram that represents the working relationships between the

parts of a system or program.

subprogram A program invoked by another program.

subtree A tree that is part of another tree.

syntax The rules which govern the structure of language statements; in

particular, the rules for forming statements in a source language

correctly.

syntax error An error in the rules which govern the structure of language

statements.
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system life cycle H'- The course of development changes through which a system passes

from its conception to the termination of its use, for example, the

phases and activities associated with the analysis, acquisition.

design, development, testing, integration, operation, maintenance,

and modification of a system.

systems analyst A person who carries out a systematic investigation of a real or

planned system to determine the information requirements and

processes of the system, and how these relate to each other and to

another system.

systems design The investigation and recording of existing systems and the design

of new systems.

systems flowchart A flowchart used to describe a complete data processing system,

with the flow of data through the clerical operations involved, down

to the level of individual programs, but excluding details of such

programs.

top-down design A method of solving a problem by breaking it down into smaller

subproblems. These are then broken down in turn until ultimately a

pseudo-code representation is obtained which can be used as a basis

for program construction. (See also modular language.)

trace A record of the execution of a computer algorithm exhibiting the

sequences in which the instructions were executed.

trace table A diagram into which trace information is placed.

translator A computer program which transforms all or part of a program

expressed in one programming language into another programming

language or into a machine language suitable for execution. (See

also compiler and interpreter.)

tree A non-linear data structure (representing a strictly hierarchical

system of data) where each data item is thought of as a node, and

links from it to other items as branches.

truncation 1 The process of approximating a number by ignoring all

information beyond a set number of significant figures.

Truncation error is the error introduced by this process.

2 The deletion or omission of a leading or a trailing portion of a

string in accordance with specified criteria.

truth table HL A table that describes a logic function by listing all possible

combinations of input values and indicating for each combination

the output value.

two's complement "L A radix complement for the binary notation system. It is always one

greater than the corresponding one's complement (e.g. +43 is

represented by 00101011 and -43 by its one's complement plus 1,

namely 11010101).
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unary operator An operator requiring only one operand to give a single result, e.g.

negation (overbar for a Boolean expression).

unbalanced tree A tree in which the right and left subtrees have heights differing by

more than one.

underflow HL The generation of a result whose value is too small for the range of

the number representation being used.

user-defined data type A data structure defined by the user and not inherent to the

language.

user-defined interface Hardware, software, or both that allow a user to interact with and

perform operations on a system, program, or device.

utility A program designed to perform an everyday task such as copying

data from one storage device to another.

variable A storage location which can be referred to by a name (an identifier)

and which holds any of a given set of values.

virtual memory Addressable space, that is apparent to the user as the processor

storage space, from which the instructions and the data are mapped

into the processor storage locations.

virus A program that infects other programs or files by embedding a copy

of itself into the target files.

virus checker A utility program that seeks out and eliminates known viruses.

wide area network (WAN) A network that provides communication services to a geographic

area larger than that served by a local area network or a

metropolitan area network, and that may use or provide public

communication facilities.

word A group of bits which can be addressed, transferred and manipulated

as a single unit by the central processing unit.

xor "L (Exclusive or gate). The output is True if the two inputs are

different; the output is False if the two inputs are alike.
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Pseudo-code Universally Readable for Examinations (PURE)

Introduction

The IB computer science syllabus allows students to use a variety of high-level modular languages (See

Assessment Details, Programming Languages, p44). This creates a dilemma when presenting

algorithms for externally-set examinations. The goal is to provide a vehicle for the presentation of

algorithms for examinations that can be understood without any difficulty by native and non-native

speakers alike.

With this aim in mind, the IBO has developed a set of pseudo-code conventions known as PURE (pseudo-

code universally readable for examinations) which is intended to be easily understood by any student.

Teachers should familiarize their students with these conventions since they will always be used to

present algorithms in examination questions. However, occasionally other functions and procedures may

need to be defined and used for a specific question. For example, BEEP (a routine to output a sound)

might be created.

The intention is not that students have to learn a new `programming' language and candidates will not be

expected to write PURE in their answers to examination questions nor to identify or correct syntactical

errors in PURE. Candidates may write their answers using any pseudo-code. However, an answer should

reflect decomposition in equivalent detail so that it can be translated into a common modular

programming language. Candidates may also choose to use a real programming language to present their

answers, but they should avoid subtle and confusing syntactical constructions.

For example: y+=++x*--x is confusing (C syntax), whereas

y = y + (x+l)*(x-1) is clearer
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The Presentation of PURE

Style Conventions

The style conventions to be used in all examination papers will be as follows:

examination questions and general rubric will be printed in Times New Roman
(proportional) font (12 point). Some general examination rubric will be printed in italics.

Pseudo-code will be printed in Courier (fixed spacing) font 10.5 point

all reserved words will be written in lower case bold

all user-defined identifiers (variables and subprogram names) will be written in UPPER
CASE unbolded

proper indentation will always be used

the order of modules is irrelevant, but main, which always executes first, will be placed at
the top

some examination questions may include statements such as, `recall that ...'. The intention
is to remind candidates of any of these pseudo-code elements which might be unfamiliar.
For example, `Recall that eof (FILEVARIABLE) tests for the end of a file'.

new language elements (libraries) may be explained by writing: `A library provides the
functionisubroutineldata-type ...', followed by an explanation and example.

for French and Spanish versions of examination papers
- reserved words will remain in English
- string constants will be translated

user-defined identifiers (variable and subprogram names) will be translated as
appropriate.
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The Syntax of PURE

Operators

Arithmetic: + - * / mod div (there is no exponent operator)

Relational: _ > < <= >= # (# means 'not equal')

Boolean not and or xor ( xor - HL only)

Operator Precedence

1st priority: expressions in parenthesis (in round brackets)

2nd priority: (unary minus sign)

3rd priority: * / mod div

4th priority: + -

5th priority: = > < <_ >=

#

6th priority: not

7th priority: and

8th priority: or xor

Otherwise, expressions are evaluated left to right. Examination questions may use extra parentheses for

clarity and candidates should be encouraged to do the same in their solutions.

Notation for Constants (literals)

string ',in quotation marks"

integer 123456 or -312

real 124. 75 (fixed) or 1.2475E+02 (floating point)

boolean true , false

pointer nil (HL only)

Primitive Data Types

integer real boolean character pointer
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Structured Data Types

string array record file

Parameter Passing

val (pass-by-value)

ref (pass-by-reference)

Symbols

/* comments */

< - - assignment / * e.g. X < - - 4stores 4 invariable x * /

( ) round brackets used for parameter passing and in expressions

f ) square brackets used for an index of an array

full stop (period) used for field names in records and objects

Blocks

main... endmain / * the main block executes first * /

procedure ...endprocedure

function... result ...return...endfunction

/ * result declares the type to be returned return accepts the result and terminates

the function every function must contain at least one return command * /

object . . . endobj ec t (HL only) / * see further notes about objects * /

library ...contains...endlibrary

Input/Output (I/O)

input (SOURCE) variable, variable,

output (DESTINATION) expression, expression,...

/ * If source is not specified, then input is accepted from the default input

device (e.g. keyboard). If destination is not specified, then

output is sent to default output (e.g. VDU). * /
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Loops and Decisions

if ...then...elsif...else...endif (elsif and else optional) while

...do...endwhile for ...uptoldownto...do...endfor repeat

...until...

Files

open(FILEVAR)

close(FILEVAR)

filesize (FILEVAR) result integer /* number of records in file */

moveto (FILEVAR, RECORDNUMBER) / * first record is 0 * /

moveback (FILEVAR) /* moves file pointer back one record */

endfile (FILEVAR) / * ends file at current pointer, truncating the

current record and any further records * /

Standard Functions

abs (val N real l integer) result real l integer /* absolute value */

round(val real) result integer /* round(3.7) gives 4 */

truncate(val S real) result integer /* truncate(3.7) gives 3 */

ascii(val C character) result integer

char(val A integer) result character

length(val S string) result integer

concat(val S1 string, val S2 stringIcharacter) result string

/* concat("PURE","is cool") gives "PUREis cool" */

copy(val S string,val START integer,val COUNT integer) result string

/* copy("this is not a test",9,3) gives "not" */ eof(val

FILEVARIABLE) result boolean

/ * end-of-file, returns true if no more data can be read * /

power(val BASE real, val EXPONENT real) result real

/ * calculate BASE raised to the power EXPONENT, e.g. power ( 3 , 4 ) returns 81 * /
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Dynamic Storage (HL only)

- > / * dereference a pointer * /

allocate(POINTER_VARIABLE)

/ * allocates appropriate storage for the target of a pointer variable and

sets that pointer variable to the corresponding memory address * /

dispose(POINTER_VARIABLE)

/ * sets the pointer variable to nil, and properly returns the

allocated memory to the available memory pool * /

nil / * -1, which indicates that a pointer has no storage memory allocated * /

Other Syntactical Issues

Identifiers begin with a letter and may include letters, digits or

Pseudo-code always employs strong-typing (like Pascal),...

no type-casting is permitted; use conversion functions instead

Multiple commands are not permitted on one line

Long commands may be spread over several lines,

e.g. long parameter lists or output commands

Creating New Variables and Types - examples:

declare AGE, IQ integer /* declares two integer variables */

declare MYNAMEstring

declare AGES integer array[1..20]

declare CHESSBOARD character array[0..7,0..7]

declare TEACHER, STUDENT record

NAME string

AGE integer

endrecord

newtype NODE record

NAME string

LEFT pointer / * points to * /

RIGHT pointer /* another NODE */

endrecord

/~ declare ROOT pointer->NODE /* orsimply ROOT pointer */
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Creating New Variables and Types - more examples:

newtype PERSON record / * a new type, can be * j

NAME string / * used in further * /

AGE integer / * declares, e.g. arrays * /

endrecord

declare PEOPLE is PERSON array[1 . . 100] /* use "is" before a *;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / * newtype, for clarity * /

declare DATA is PERSON file / * file of new type PERSON * /

(The construct is may be used between variable and type names and type descriptions for the purpose of

clarity. Its use is optional.)

Libraries

library <LIBRARY NAME> contains

{constants)

{newtypes}

{subprogram definitions)

endlibrary useslibrary <LIBRARY

NAME >

/* A library contains reusable components. A client program containing the useslibrary

construct can use the constants, type declarations, and subprograms declared in the

library. Please study the sample algorithms to see how this

will appear. * /

Objects (for HL only)

object <OBJECT TYPENAME> inherits <PARENT NAME>

{ <object member subprogram> (accessiblelhidden)

{ <object data member> (accessiblelhidden) } endobject / * The

behaviour of objects in this pseudo-code is very generic. As yet, there are no clear and agreed

standards for objects in programming languages. Please study the following notes and examples to

try to understand the

prescribed behaviour of objects in PURE. * /
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Clarification Notes Relating to PURE

Introduction

Although PURE is designed to be very generic some constructs require further explanation, since their

behaviour is not `standardized' across all programming languages. Teachers should read the following

notes, study the sample algorithms, and familiarize their students with any details which may be

important when tracing algorithms or understanding objects during the examination.

Files

• Files can be accessed in a sequential manner or in a direct manner. After each input from a file, the

file pointer moves automatically to the next record, so that repeated input (dataf ile)

commands will eventually read through the entire file.

• A file must be `opened' before reading or writing, and `closed' after access is finished. The open

command sets the file pointer to the beginning of the file - record 0. There are no file names used in

pseudo-code.

• A file variable distinguishes the file, and the operating system finds the file in an appropriate manner.

To accomplish direct (non-sequential) access it uses the commands moveto and moveback

(moveback moves the file pointer to the previous record).

Parameters

• Parameters must always be specified as either val or ref. There is no default mode for parameter

passing. Formal parameter names are normally followed by a type. This is not necessary if a pointer

or data structure is passed, in which case the formal parameter `adopts' the type of the actual

parameter. This is purely a syntactical convenience, and cannot be used to perform type-conversions.

• The examinations will not contain questions in which an untyped parameter is used in a peculiar way,

expecting students to detect subtle run-time errors. However, an examination question may well

declare typed parameters and expect candidates to detect type-mismatch errors. Students must know

that a ref parameter cannot be called with an actual parameter which is a constant.

Pointers (HL only)

• Memory is allocated in the ̀ heap' (unused memory area). If no memory is available, then 'allocate'

will fail and will set the pointer variable to nil, but no tun-time error will occur. Thus, an

algorithm to test for heap overflow is: allocate, then check whether the pointer has been set to nil,

and if so, then the heap is full.

• Pointer arithmetic, as commonly practised in language C, is not permitted (In particular, if POINTVAR

is a pointer to a string, then output POINTvAR is not permitted, but output POINTVAR- > will

output the contents of the string.) The value of a pointer may be assigned <-- to another pointer, as

is commonly done when searching a linked list. For example, TEMP <-- TEMP ->NEXT. Pointers

will always reference a specific data type. There are no `general purpose' pointers, as in language C.

Any dynamic data structures will contain nodes of a single data type (i.e. no heterogeneous data

structures).
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Scope of Identifiers and Libraries

Global identifiers may be declared outside subprogram blocks. Global identifiers are valid inside all

blocks which follow the declaration. Variables declared at the top of the algorithm (before main) are

valid in all functions and procedures. Local identifiers may be declared inside a function or

procedure. In this case, the identifier is only valid inside that subprogram block where it is declared,

and it overrides reference to any global identifier with the same name.

The same identifier name will not be re-used to represent both a variable and a function or procedure.

However, the same identifier name may be redeclared in  several subprogram blocks, or as both a

global and a local variable.

All function and procedure names are global, therefore all of them can be called from all other

functions and procedures, regardless of the order of their declarations.

When present, the useslibrary command will appear before the main procedure.

If an algorithm contains a useslibrary command then all the constants, variables, procedures and

functions in the library become global identifiers for the algorithm. Algorithms which use a library

cannot redeclare or redefine the identifiers which occur in the library.

Different objects may re-use the same identifier name for different member functions and for

different data types. The scope of member identifiers is local to the object, but clients may reference

the accessible members using proper object-oriented syntax. A derived object may redefine or

redeclare a member of the parent object, in which case the new declaration overrides the parent's

declaration.

Object Behaviour (HL only)

An object type is defined using the newtype...object...endobject construct. After declaring an object

type, an actual instance of the object is created using the declare construct. The exact syntax for

PURE objects is illustrated in the sample algorithms.

PURE supports simple inheritance, but does not support multiple inheritance. In examinations, the

examiner will set questions with at most one level of inheritance. For example, if a child-object has

been derived from a parent-object, then further objects will never be derived from the child-object.

Polymorphism is supported for member functions. A child-object type may redefine its own version

of a member function with the same name as a member function in the parent. Then the child 's

member function overrides the parent's version. Virtual functions and procedures are not supported.

Polymorphism resolved through parameters is also supported. Objects cannot define or redefine

operators (operator polymorphism is not permitted).

In PURE, an object type may only contain a single constructor. When a declare command creates

an instance of an object, the object's constructor executes automatically at that point in the algorithm.

For a child-object, the parent's constructor will execute automatically, unless the child has defined

its own constructor. Then the child's version of the constructor overrides the parent's constructor, and

only the child's constructor executes.
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Algorithms to Exemplify the Elements of PURE

The examples of algorithms that follow are an attempt to illustrate most of the language elements of

PURE. In the actual examinations, most algorithms would be shorter than these examples.

Procedure-orientated sample algorithms

Quad

Sortfile

Namesaver

Factors

Encode

Calendar

Workdays

An object-orientated sample algorithm

Printerserver
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/* QUAD finds roots of a quadratic polynomial */

main QUAD declare A,B,C,N integer declare X1,X2 real repeat output

"Type 3 coefficients of a quadratic (0,0,0 quits)" input A,B,C if

not(A=0 and B=0 and C=0) then SOLVEQUADRATIC(A,B,C,N,X1,X2) if N>0

then output X1,X2 endif endif until A=0 and B=0 and C=0 endmain QUAD

function SQUAREROOT(val N real) /* safe square root */

result real /* no error if N<0 */

if N<0 then

return -1 /* return exits the function immediately */

else

return power( N , 0.5 )

endif

endfunction SQUAREROOT

procedure SOLVEQUADRATIC(val A integer,val B integer, val C

integer,ref NUMROOTS integer, ref X1

real, ref X2 real ) declare D real

declare V real

V <-- -B/(2*A)

D <-- B*B-4*A*C

if D<O then

NUMROOTS <-- 0

X1 <-- 0

X2 <-- 0

elsif D=0 then

NUMROOTS <-- 1

X1 <-- V

X2 <-- X1

else

NUMROOTS <-- 2

D <-- SQUAREROOT(D)/(2*A)

X1 <-- V+D

X2 <-- V-D

endif

endprocedure SOLVEQUADRATIC

/*********** end of QUAD ***************************************/
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/* SORTFILE - sorts a random access file using a Bubble Sort, */

/* then outputs all the records to standard output */

newtype DATAREC record

ID integer

NAME string

PRICE real

endrecord

declare DATAFILE is DATAREC file

main SORTFILE

BUBBLESORT

DISPLAY

endmain SORTFILE

procedure BUBBLESORT /* sort DATAFILE */

declare FIRST,SECOND is DATAREC /* by PRICE field */

declare PASS,X integer

open(DATAFILE)

for PASS <-- 2 upto filesize(DATAFILE) do

for X <-- 0 upto filesize(DATAFILE)-PASS do

moveto(DATAFILE,X)

input(DATAFILE) FIRST

input(DATAFILE) SECOND

if (FIRST.PRICE > SECOND.PRICE) then

moveto(DATAFILE,X)

output(DATAFILE) SECOND

output(DATAFILE) FIRST

endif endfor

endfor

close(DATAFILE)

endprocedure BUBBLESORT

procedure DISPLAY /* Display all records in DATAFILE */

declare ITEM is DATAREC

open(DATAFILE)

while not eof(DATAFILE) do

input(DATAFILE) ITEM

output ITEM.ID,ITEM.NAME,ITEM.PRICE

endwhile

close(DATAFILE)

endprocedure DISPLAY

/********* end of SORTFILE sample algorithm ********************/
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/* NAMESAVER Sample algorithm, input names until "XXX" is typed*/

/* then store the list in a file */

declare NAMES string array[1 . 1000]/* array of 1000 strings */

declare SIZE integer

main NAMELIST

INPUTNAMES( SIZE )

SAVENAMES( SIZE )

endmain NAMELIST

procedure INPUTNAMES(ref SIZE integer)

/* Input strings into NAMES until user types 'IXXX". */

/* When finished, SIZE tells number of NAMES in array. */

SIZE <-- 0

repeat

SIZE <-- SIZE + 1

output "Type the next name ( XXX to quit )"

input NAMES[ SIZE ]

until ( NAMES[ SIZE ] = "XXX" ) or ( SIZE = 1000 )

if NAMES[ SIZE ] = "XXX" then

SIZE <-- SIZE - 1

endif

endprocedure INPUTNAMES

procedure SAVENAMES(val SIZE integer)

declare DATA string file /* file of strings */

declare X integer

open (DATA)

for X <-- 1 upto SIZE do /* if size=0, for . loop */

output(DATA) NAMES[ X ] /* does not execute */

endfor

close(DATA)

endprocedure SAVENAMES

/******** end of NAMESAVER sample algorithm *******************/
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/* FACTORS sample algorithm - factor tree generator */

newtype NODE record

DATA integer

LEFT pointer->NODE /* pointer to a NODE */

RIGHT pointer->NODE /* pointer to a NODE */

endrecord

declare ROOT pointer->NODE /* will point to top of tree */

main FACTORTREE declare

NUMBER integer

INITIALIZE( ROOT ) input NUMBER if NUMBER>2 then

MAKETREE( ROOT, NUMBER ) endmain FACTORTREE

procedure INITIALIZE( ref ROOT pointer->NODE ) ROOT

<-- nil endprocedure INITIALIZE

procedure MAKETREE( ref TEMP pointer->NODE, val NUMBER integer)

/'~ /* recursive procedure to create factor tree */

declare TRY,FAC integer

allocate( TEMP )

TEMP->LEFT <-- nil

TEMP->RIGHT <-- nil

TEMP->DATA <-- NUMBER

TRY <-- 0

FAC <-- 0

while TRY*TRY<NUMBER do /* finds largest factor */

TRY <-- TRY + 1 /* below the square root,*/

if (NUMBER mod TRY) = 0 then /* so the tree will */

FAC <-- TRY /* be balanced */

endif

endwhile

if FAC>1 then

MAKETREE( TEMP->LEFT , FAC )

MAKETREE( TEMP->RIGHT, NUMBER div FAC )

endif

endprocedure MAKETREE

/************ end of FACTORS sample algorithm ******************/
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/* ENCODE - Encodes a string by counting the length, adding */ /* that
number to the ASCII code of each capital letter, then*/ /* printing the

result backward. Only CAPITALS get encoded. */ /* "HOT2DAY" ----> adding 7 -
--> "OVA2KHF" ----> "FHK2AV0" */

main ENCODE declare MESSAGE

string

output "Type a message" input

MESSAGE ENCRYPT( MESSAGE )

output REVERSE( MESSAGE )

endmain ENCODE

procedure ENCRYPT (ref TEXT string) /* encrypt TEXT by adding */

declare P , NUM integer /* length(TEXT) to each char*/

declare LETTER character

NUM = length(TEXT)

for P = 1 upto NUM do /* loop through all characters*/

ADDCODE( TEXT[P] , NUM ) /* start at 1 for first char. */

endfor

endprocedure ENCRYPT

procedure ADDCODE(ref LETTER character , val ADD integer)

declare CAPITALS string declare OLDCODE , NEWCODE integer

CAPITALS = "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"

/* a more interesting encryption can be */

/* accomplished by scrambling the order */

/* of the letters in CAPITALS */

if (LETTER >= 'A') and (LETTER <= 'Z') then

OLDCODE = ascii( LETTER ) - ascii('A')

NEWCODE = OLDCODE + ADD

NEWCODE = NEWCODE mod length (CAPITALS) /* wrap Z to A */

LETTER = CAPITALS[ NEWCODE + 1 ] /* string index*/

endif /* starts at 1 */

endprocedure ADDCODE

function REVERSE(val TEXT string) /* reverse chars in TEXT */

result string /* "ABC" ----> "CBA" */

declare ANSWER string

declare X integer

ANSWER = "" /* empty string */

for X = 1 upto length (TEXT) do

ANSWER = concat( ANSWER , TEXT[X] ) /* join next letter */ endf or

return ANSWER endfunction REVERSE



end of ENCODE sample algorithm *******************/
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CALENDAR - A Library Sample Algorithm The CALENDAR library is used by a
company for scheduling meetings, deadlines, deliveries, etc. All of the functions will accept dates in

virtually any format ("July 1, 1998" or "1 Jul 98" or "01.07.98", etc)

but results are always returned in the format "YYYY.MM.DD.WWW".

library CALENDAR contains

function NORMALDATE(ref DATE string)

result string

/* Determines the day of the week (MON, TUE, WED, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) */
/* Returns DATE in the standard format YYYY.MM.DD.WWW */
/* Returns an empty string I'll if DATE is not valid. */

function ISWORKDAY(val DATE string) result
integer

/* Calls NORMALDATE, to produce YYYY.MM.DD.WWW . If WWW */
/* is "SAT" or "SUN", the function returns 0 (false). */
/* Otherwise, it consults a calendar file to check for */
/* holidays, returning 1 for a workday, 0 for a holiday */
/* or weekend, and error code -1 if DATE is not valid */

function NEXTDAY(val DATE string) result
string

/* Accepts DATE in any format, then returns the next date*/
/* in standard format YYYY.MM.DD.WWW. Returns an empty */

/* string I'll if DATE is not valid (e.g. 1998.37.58) */

/* This correctly accounts for end of the month, */

/* end of year, leap years, etc. For example: */

/* NEXTDAY("1998.02.28.SAT") ----> "1998.03.O1.SUN" */
/* Returns an empty string if DATE is not valid. */

function DAYSBETWEEN(val START string,val FINISH string) result real

/* Counts the number of days between two dates, including*/ /* the ends. If START is after
FINISH, returns a negative*/ /* number. IF START and FINISH are the same date, returns*/ /&
1. If START or FINISH not valid, returns error code 0.*/

function TODAY
result string

/* Returns today's date in standard format YYYY.MM.DD.WWW*/

endlibrary
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/* WORKDAYS sample algorithm - inputs two dates, and counts the*/ /*

number of workdays between the two dates, including the ends*/

useslibrary CALENDAR

main WORKDAYS declare FIRST,LAST,TEMP string declare BETWEEN real output

"This algorithm counts the workdays between two dates."

FIRST <-- "" /* empty string */

while (FIRST = "") do

output "Type in the first date"

input FIRST

FIRST <-- NORMALDATE(FIRST) /* loop until a proper */

endwhile /* date has been entered */

LAST <-- fill /* empty string */

while LAST=", do

output "Type in the last date"

input LAST

LAST <-- NORMALDATE(LAST)

endwhile

BETWEEN <-- DAYSBETWEEN(FIRST,LAST)

if (BETWEEN < 0) then

output "Swapping FIRST and LAST - they are out of order"

TEMP <-- FIRST

FIRST <-- LAST

LAST <-- TEMP

endif

BETWEEN <-- ISWORKDAY(FIRST)

while (FIRST # LAST) do /* # means not equal */

FIRST <-- NEXTDAY(FIRST)

BETWEEN <-- BETWEEN + ISWORKDAY(FIRST)

endwhile

output "Workdays between ",FIRST," and ",LAST," - ",BETWEEN

eadmain WORKDAYS
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An Object-oriented Sample Algorithm: Printer Server

This example is longer than would appear in an examination, but it provides a clear idea of syntax for

objects. Note that the functions and procedures in a library (or object) may either be simply described or

the code may be presented. If only a description is provided, candidates must read the description and

correctly interpret the behaviour of the module.

Printer server

In a LAN, a printer server runs a control program to control several printers which are

accessible from many work stations. There are two types of printers: laser printers which

print on single sheets; and line printers which print on continuous paper. The line printers

are faster and cheaper than the laser printers, but the laser printers give better quality and

support graphics.

The laser printers support a wide variety of fonts, and the printer server can change fonts by

controlling the printer directly, without any action by an operator. To change the font on a

line printer, the printer server must alert the operator, who changes the band containing the

characters, and notifies the printer server that the action is finished.

The laser printers each have two paper trays, which usually contain white paper in tray #1

and yellow paper in tray #2. Print jobs can request white or yellow paper, and the print-

server can activate the appropriate tray by a direct command to the laser printer. Other

colours of paper are available, but must be loaded by the operator on request. Line-printers

use narrow or wide paper, in various colours, but always require the action of the operator

to change the type of paper.

The control program uses a library called PRINTERS, which provides objects PRINTER,

LASER, and IMPACT (line-printer).
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library PRINTERS contains

newtype PRINTER object declare

DEVICE string hidden

/* Device name for identifying a peripheral device */

declare STATE integer hidden

/* 0 = off-line 1 = ready 2 = busy 4 = out of paper */

/* 8 = waiting for operator attention 16 = disabled */

function CHECKSTATE result integer accessible

/* Queries DEVICE, sets STATE, and returns its value. */

function TRANSMIT(val CODE string) result integer accessible

/* Transmits CODE to the printer named in DEVICE */

/* Then executes CHECKSTATE and returns STATE */

procedure DISABLE accessible

/* Sets STATE to 16 (disabled) and alerts the operator. */

/* Can only be reversed by ENABLE. */

procedure ENABLE accessible

/* Sets STATE to 0 and then calls CHECKSTATE */

function PRINT result integer accessible

/* If the printer is ready, this removes the next job */
/* from the print-queue, transmits it to the printer, */
/* and returns code=1 to indicate success. If the */
/* printer is not ready, it returns STATE and does */
/* not remove a job from the print-queue. */
/* If there are no jobs in the print-queue, returns -1 */

procedure CONSTRUCTOR(val NAME string,val INIT string) hidden

declare TRASH integer

DEVICE <-- NAME

ENABLE

TRASH <-- TRANSMIT(INIT) /* send initialization string */

/* ignore the result */

endprocedure CONSTRUCTOR

endobject PRINTER
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newtype LASER object inherits PRINTER

declare PAPER1 string accessible /* paper type in tray 1 */

declare PAPER2 string accessible /* paper type in tray 2 */

function RESET result integer accessible

/* Uses TRANSMIT to send a reset string to the printer */ /* This kills

pending print jobs and sends a form-feed */ /* Then calls CHECKSTATE and

returns the value of STATE */ endobject

newtype IMPACT object inherits PRINTER

declare FONT string accessible /* current font */

declare PAPER string accessible /* current paper */

function RESET result integer accessible

/* Uses TRANSMIT to send a reset string to the printer*/ /* This kills

pending print jobs and sends a form-feed*/ /* Then calls CHECKSTATE,

returns the value of STATE */ /* Finally it ALERTS the operator to check

the paper */ /* alignment, and sets STATE to 4. The operator will */ /*

line up the paper and then re-enable the printer. */ endobject

endlibrary PRINTERS
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/* Here is a sample algorithm based on the PRINTERS library. */

/* It is a minimal control program for the printer server. */

/* Needless to say, it needs to have more commands added, */

/* especially commands for changing paper and fonts. */

useslibrary PRINTERS

declare FASTLASER("SCSI001","LASERINIT") is LASER

declare CHEAPLASER("SCSI002","LASERINIT") is LASER

declare LINEPRINTER("SCSI003","OFFLINE") is IMPACT

/* Note that the parameters are passed to the */

/* CONSTRUCTOR, which initializes each printer*/

/* before main starts executing */

main PRINTSERVER

STARTUP PRINTING

SHUTDOWN endmain

PRINTSERVER

procedure STARTUP

if FASTLASER.RESET # 1 then /* If reset fails then disable */

FASTLASER.DISABLE /* This alerts the operator and*/

endif /* allows printing to proceed */

if CHEAPLASER.RESET # 1 then

CHEAPLASER.DISABLE

endif

if LINEPRINTER.RESET # 4 then /* Line-printer requires */

LINEPRINTER.DISABLE /* operator to line up paper*/

endif

endprocedure STARTUP

procedure PRINTING

declare COMMAND string

declare FAST,CHEAP,LINEP integer

repeat

GETSTATUS(FAST,CHEAP,LINEP) output "Fast

Laser = ",FAST output "Cheap Laser =

",CHEAP output "Line-printer = ",LINEP

input COMMAND if COMMAND = "go" then

NEXTJOB endif until COMMAND="exit"

endprocedure PRINTING
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procedure GETSTATUS(ref FAST integer, ref

CHEAP integer, ref

LINEP integer)

FAST <-- FASTLASER.CHECKSTATE

CHEAP <-- CHEAPLASER.CHECKSTATE

LINEP <-- LINEPRINTER.CHECKSTATE

if (FAST=4) or (FAST=8) then

output "Fast-Laser needs attention"

endif

if (CHEAP=4) or (CHEAP=8) then

output "Cheap-Laser needs attention"

endif

if (LINEP=4) or (LINEP=8) then

output "Line-Printer needs attention"

endif

endprocedure GETSTATUS

procedure NEXTJOB declare

FAST,CHEAP,LINEP,MOREJOBS integer repeat

GETSTATUS(FAST,CHEAP,LINEP) if FAST=1 then

MOREJOBS <-- FASTLASER.PRINT

elsif CHEAP=1 then

., MOREJOBS <-- CHEAPLASER.PRINT

elsif LINEP=1 then

MOREJOBS <-- LINEPRINTER.PRINT

endif until (MOREJOBS=-1) or ((FAST # 1) and

(CHEAP # 1) and (LINEP # 1)) endprocedure

NEXTJOB

procedure SHUTDOWN

FASTLASER.DISABLE

CHEAPLASER.DISABLE

LINEPRINTER.DISABLE

endprocedure SHUTDOWN
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Systems Flowchart Symbols

Input or Output Device

Action or Process (word inside)

Annotation Lines Crossing Lines Joining

Data Flow

T =T _ _

Document



APPENDIX 4

Logic Gate Symbols

and

or

not

nand

nor

aor



ADDRESSES

Headquarters

The International Baccalaureate Organisation's headquarters is in Geneva.

• International Baccalaureate Organisation

Route des Morillons 15

1218  Grand-Saconnex

Geneva

SWITZERLAND

Tel: [41 22] 791 02 74

Fax: [41 22] 791 02 77

E-mail: IBHQ @ibo.org

Curriculum and Assessment Centre

The IBO  Curricu lum and Assessment Centre is in Cardiff.

• International Baccalaureate Organisation

Peterson House

Fortran Road

St Mellons

Cardiff CF3 OLT

UNITED KINGDOM

Tel: [44 1222] 774 000
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ADDRESSES

Regional Offices

Regional offices of the IBO around the world provide services to member schools, arrange
teacher training events and conferences, and assist schools in communications with the
International Baccalaureate headquarters in Geneva and the Curriculum and Assessment
Centre in Cardiff.

• Regional Director
International Baccalaureate Africa/Europe/Middle East
Route des Morillons 15
1218 Grand-Saconnex
Geneva
SWITZERLAND

Tel: [41 22] 791 02 74
Fax: [41 22] 791 02 77
E-mail: IBEA@ibo.org

• Regional Director
International Baccalaureate Latin America
c/o St Andrew's Scots School
RS Pena 601, 1636 Olivos
Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA

Tel: [54 1] 794 6330
Fax: [54 1] 794 6330
E-mail: IBLA@ibo.org

• Regional Director
International Baccalaureate North America and Caribbean
200 Madison Avenue, Suite 2301
New York, NY 10016
USA

Tel: [1 212] 6964464
Fax: [1 212] 889 9242
E-mail: IBNA@ibo.org

• Regional Director
International Baccalaureate Asia-Pacific
c/o United World College of South-East Asia
Pasir Panjang, PO Box 15
Singapore 911121,
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE

Tel: [65] 776 0249
Fax: [65] 778 5846
E-mail: IBAP@ibo.org
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